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"The South's Independent Weekly"




CHARGE UNION FUNDS MISUSE
Tri-State Hotline
Liquor store operator Marino
Albonetti says he is undicided whether
to keep his store at 455 East Georgia.
Alhonetti was visibly upset by the death
of employe, 35-year-old, Louis Williams
of 3963 Hamniett who had worked (0 r
Albonetti since he was 11 and was slain
Tuesday night during a holdup. Williams
was shot by two men who entered the
Rite Spot Liquor Store about 8 P. m.
Tuesday. Police continued to press their
investigation but said they had no sus-
pects and little to go on.
Drew Mississippi may be facing
more problems then it can handle this
year as far as school integration is con-
cerned. Civil rights attorneys have filed
a motion in Federal Court seeking more
integration of classrooms a n d school
activities. The motion claims students
and Faculty in the school district have
been assigned on a dual racial basis. The
lawyers asked the court to order re-
assignment of pupils so that the racial
make-up of classes reflects the ratM of
Black and white students in each grade.
• ••
The University of Mississippi T. a w
School is also facing a few problerns. It
was censured recently by The Associa-
tion of American Law Schools. This
action was approved while the organiza-
tion was meeting in Chicago. The school
was censured as a result of charges that
two former professors of the University
were fired for working part-time for an
Anti-Poverty Legal Organization. The
association could have suspended or ex-
pelled the Law School b u t decided
against this because the University has
taken steps to correct its alleged abuses.
• • •
Forty-five-year-old Richard Daniels
of 640, Linden, serving time at The
Shelby County Penal Farm escaped. He
was recaptured about six hours later by
the Farm's Security Squad. Daniels was
•
Set drive
assigned to work in the Shelby County
Hospital' Barbershop.
• • •
Food Stamp may be facing problems
in the State of Tennessee. The Depart-
ment of Revenue has asked the Attorney
General to rule whether Food Stamp
purchases should remain t a x exempt.
The Department of Internal Revenue
said on December 17th that food bought
with the stamps were exempt from sales
tax under Federal law, but that t h e
State says that such a ruling could work
against food Stamp program.
• • •
Federal Judge Robert M. McRae has
set a hearing January 14th in Memphis
on recommended zone changes for Jack-
son City Schools. McRae has instructed
Attorneys for the City School Board and
The NAACP to file objections by Mon-
day to the proposed zone line changes
made by the Federally Funded Educa-
tional Opportunities Planning Center at
the University of Tennessee in Knoxville.
Two former Memphis Policemen
have been bound to the Shelby County
Grand Jury on charges of shaking down
a Memphis prostitute. City Court Judge
Ray Churchill set bond at $500.00 each
29-year-old. Edgar Traway of 3358 Craig-
ton and 31-year old Richard Howell of
244 Burwhdo were charged.
„ Police say a 53-year-old man found
dead in a drainage ditch two weeks ago
died of pneumonia. Officers had request-
ed an autopsy after finding the body of
Artis Baker in the 1500-block of South
Bellevue. Baker disappeared November
27. Officers said there were no sign of
foul play.
The Memphis Housing Authority
Board of Commissioners has rejected a
request by the American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employes
(AFSCME.) The rejection was made in
a closed meeting two weeks ago.
against
capital punishment
The We The People Organization is
circulating a petition to present to the
legislature and to Governor Elect
Winfield Dunn seeking the abolishment
of capital punishment in March. Lance
(Sweet Willie Wine) Watson Project Di-
rector said the organization has been
considering this project for some six
months.
There is too much existing doubt con-
cerning justice, with it applies to the
rich and the poor being the same.
To say that if a rich man breaks the
law he will receive the same punishment
as the poor, would be a disgrace to the
poor's intellectual concept and ability
to understand. •
Poor people know all to clear that
-)certain people, ideas, beliefs, conceptions
and social customs must not be treated
with disrespect, but others May be. Cer-
tain persons must not be killed or injured,
others may be. Certain persons must
not be taken as sexual partners, and cer-
tain 'methods of sexual gratification must
not be induleged in - again there are
some exceptions. And with a dual stand-
ard of justice as this, how can this sys-
tem speak of capital punishment? Capi-
tal punishment should be abolished be-
cause it's a violation of the Christian
ethic. The people there are there because
of economic prejudice k and the 14th
amendment of the constitution was vio-
lated which prevented them from re-
ceiving a fair trial..
We will approach the city council on
.Jan. 5 seeking their signature, and also
the signature of Mayor Loebs on Thurs-
day. .
All persons concerned with the ,abol-
ishment of the death penalty should con-
tact us at 275-9150.
Meet the Tri-State
Baby Contest winners
A late entree to the Tri-State De-
fender's Baby Contest walked away with
first prize last Saturday. The reason be-
1st black leader...
Sen. Cecil A. 'Partee (D.26) yesterday
was elected Democratic leader of t he
Illinois State Senate, making him the
first black man in history to head a par-
ty delegation in Springfield. Efforts are
underway to push Partee's election as
president pro-tern. Partee is also sched-
uled to become ward committeman of
the 20th ward, suceeeding.the int. Aid.
Kenneth Campbell. Speculation in spring-
field gays the Mayor Daley engineered
'Partee's election to offset the black vot-
er diseschintment with t h e Chicago
school board election.
ing, that Sherita Branch 2 months old,
wasn't born when the contest began.
After her birth in late October, Sherita
quickly moved into the lead. The con-
test began Oct. 10.
Shown with het father, Mr. Issac
Branch, Sherita's victory won for her
family a colon T.V. Besides winning a
color T.V. Sherita received a six months
supply of diapers from Jones Big Star
Super Market.
Jones Big Star also supplied baby
food and diapers for the other winners.
The winners were:
1. Stierita Branch of 2882 Bradley-Color
TV and case of thape:.;
2. Darell Wayne Jones of 904 Lathan,
No, 73 -Black & White TV and case of
diapers
3. Carlos CorteS Ayers of 421 Lauder-
dale, No. F -$100 savings bond and
case of Pet Milk
4. Tammera Louis Gilliam of 904 Latham,
No. 75 - $100' clothing certificate and
case of Pet hoLdit
5. Paul Anthony Roberts of 1486 Ellis-
ton-AM-FM radio, Pee Rider, and case
of junior foods.
6. Audtrey Angelo Robertson of 2427
Vandale - $50 clothing certificate,
case of milk and case of junior foods.
7. Eddie Clifton of 375 Vance, No. H -
baby bed and case of baby foods.
8. Kimberly Holiday of 1067 College-
$25.00 food certificate and playpen.
9.. Luella Annett Richmond of Byhalia,
Miss. - playpen and case of baby food.
10. Bridget Felisha Wooden of 684 Alida-
baby stroller and case of baby foods.




Coliseum here Jan. 8
Those merry macicaps of mirth -the
45th edition of the world famous Harlem
Globetrotters - bring their incredible
show of basketball thrills and excitement
to Memphis' Mid South Coliseum on
Friday, January 8th at 8:00 p.m.
The fun program, featuring a cage
game between the "Magicians of Basket-
ball" and the New Jersey Reds is spiced
with world class variety entertainers.
"Thanks to the most talented rookie
camp we've had in years, our team has
never been better," general manager
George Gillett said. "and we've audition-
ed some teriffic acts, both in the United
States and overseas, before selecting the
artists for the pre-game and, half time
shows."
New gags will be evident throughout
the program as the skilled nomads of the
hardwood unveil their magic artistry
with the basketball.
Attendance marks again were smash-
ed in many parts of the United States
end overseas during the past seastm as
the razzle dazzle aces sent their 44 year
attendance close to the 65 million mark.
Another milestone was reached last
season. The Trotters played their
Mrs. Cornelia M. Crenshaw has
asked former Mayor William B.
Ingram to return $1500.00 to her
organization, Citizens Opposed to
Starvation Taxes, Miss C r e n-
shaw said the reason for the ac-
tion that Mr. Ingram has asked to
be reheved of his duties as t h e
Froup's lawyer.




An audit report of financial records
of Local 1733 of the American Federa-
tion of State, County and Municipal em-
ployees (AFL-C10) filed in federal court
Monday morning, shows that $96,756.-
93 was paid to firms and individuals of
which there is little or no record of the
transactions.
The report filed by David Caywood,
attorney for the local union and cover-
ing a period from May 1968 through May
s'iows that the following amounts were
paid to the companies or individuals list-
ed below:









Alice H. Johnson 3,930.00
Rev. M. D. Blackburn 1,63314
Tony Thomas 2,300.00
Andrew Mitchell 2,061.25
Chemical Dynamics, Inc 2,000.00
Joe,. Warren .1,530.00
EPPs Bros. - RH. & R Constructon
1 .00









Rev. H Ralph Jackson 500.00
.Blaek Arcade500.
'Rey. P.L. Rowe 300.1
Rev. Albert Simpson 256.00
Clinton Burrows 121.00
Lewis .1. Montesi 105.00
Sam Johnson 100.00
TOTAI, 596,756.93
The audit, by Buchbinder, Stein &
Co., a New York certified public accoun-
March 6, 1970. Going into this campaign, last firm, revealed that much of t h 0
they've played a total of 10.220 games money was dispersed in checks made out
in 87 entwines on all Continents. • ,•:ish" or written by one union offi-
The screening committee for the Miss Black Mem-
phis Pageant, on this past Sunday, decided on these
young ladies to be participants in the 1971 pageant
which is to be held on January 30. These contestants
were chosen from among more than one hundred
fifty applicants.
A.
cial and cashed by another. There also
were numerous "loans" of which no rec-
ords were kept.
"The books of the local were in such
condition that we could place little reli-
ance on the information contained. There
was no evidence of attempts to contain
the items recorded, nor any indication of
conformity to good bookkeeping proce-
dure's," the .report stated.
William Lucy, executive assistant to
Jerry Wurf, International Union presi-
dent, said that the audit has been able to
determine through available records that
"536,291.09 is due and owing to the local
union ..."
The audit was begun in .fuly 1970,
shortly after several top local union of-
ficials were relieved of duty; including
Jesse Epps - a former special assistant
to Mr. Wurf, and then the highest rank-
ing member of the local union. The ato
dit was completed Dec. 28, 1970.
Mr. Epps and the others were re.
leived of duty after an investigation of
Local 1733's financial affairs was initiat-
ed by more than 100 members led by
T. O. Jones, a former local union offi-
cial.
A suit filed in federal court on July
14. 1970 by Jones and other union mem-
bers charged Epps and other union offi-
cials had misappropriated nearly $400,-
000.00 in union dues and other funds.
Mr. Epps publically denied the charges
and later resigned his position..
A hearing on the matter is schedul
ed in federal court.
Mr. Lucy said the local union has
requested that Mr. Caywood make de-
mand for the amount that has been de-
termined as owed to the union.
"If this money is not forthcoming
Within 30 days;" Mr. Caywood will cells-
menre to sue to recover the money,"
Mr. Lucy said.
The audit concluded by stating:
"Because of the inadequacy of t h •
records, the lack of substantiation and
authorization for financial transactions
as stated in the preceding comments, we
cannot express an opinion as to the pro-
priety and completeness of the financial
transactions which are summarized in
the statements presented herewith."
Collegiates Associates, the sponsoring organiza-
tion, says that plans are going along smoothly in an
effort to make this year's pageant the largest ever.
With candidates as lovely as these it appears the
only problem will be left with the judges.
Angela: I'm innocent
By ROBERT STRAND
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. - (UPI) -
Black Militant Angela Davis declared
herself "innocent of all charges" and the
victim of a "political framehp" Tuesday
at her arraignment on murder, kidnap-
ing and conspiracy charges in a court-
house shootout that left a judge and
three others dead.
Miss Davis, 26, appeared in a
heavily guarded courtroom at the Mann
County Hall of Justice, where the slay-
ings occurred Vast Aug. 7.
The 104-Seat courtroom was jammed
with her supporters and newsmen, while
200 other persons filled a corridor and
another 300 chanted "Free Angela" on ,a
knoll across a street from the building.
As Miss Davis entered the court-
room, wearing a blue blouse and blue
miniskirt and carrying an armload of
documents, she pause d, smiled and
raised her fist in a clinched "black,
power" salute. The audience murmured
"Right On. . Free Angela."
Her co-defendant on murder, kidnap-
ing and conspiracy charges, Ruchell Ma-
gee, a San Quentin prison inmate, was
brought into court in chains and encored
to a chair. Magee, who has interrupted
most of his previous court appearances,
tried to make a statement complaining
about his court-appointed lawyer.
Superior Court Judge Joseph G. Wil-
son warned both spectators and Magee
he would permit no disruptions, and
threatened to remove the convict from
the court "if you behave in a distructive
fashion."
Among those admitted were Fania
Jordan of Los Angeles, Miss Davis'
sister. and R. F. Davis of Birmingham,
Ala., her father:
• Supporters of the black militant, an
avowed communist, started chanting,
"Frze Angela, Off The Pigs," as they
waited outside to enter the court under
the eyes of deputies and a metal detec-
tor. But Cassandra Davis, coordinator of
the Free Angela committee .and no re-
lation to the suspect, told them to he
quiet' or none would get in. The chants
quickly stopped. There was no trouble.
Another 200 persons, unable to e t
seats, walked to a knoll across a street
from the Marts County Hall of Justice
,and chanted "Free Angela" as they
"started to rally in her support.
Five attorneys entered the court-
room for the defense Allanfientsky,
Margaret Burnham, Dennis ,T( Roberts,
Howard Moor Jr and Michael Tiger.
Brofsky is an associate of Charles Garry,
attorney for the Black Panthers, Miss
Burnham was one of Miss Davis' law-
yers in New York during her fight
against extradition back to California.
Tiger was one of the attorneys at t h e
reient "Seattle seven" conspiracy trial.
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IS Years ago the type of
learning experience taking
place at Father Bertrand
Elementary school would
have been considered purely
experimental. At that time
attitudes would have fallen
into one of two extremes. The
first being that, Bertrand
method is "the only Method"
said the second that that
progressive method would
only ruin a child. 15 years
ago, such an education
would have been phanomeori
economically. This offshot of
the Dewey system of edu-
cation is today, expected for
the Memphis black com-
munity and in many com-
munities as an everyday
part of life and such is the
case of Fr. Bertrand Eel,
mentary School
St. Thomas School has a
new name — FR. BER-
TRAND ELEMENTARY —
and a NEW LOOK at 1169
Bertrand Elementary Shows Progressive Side
Kerr Ave. The modern,
twelve year old, one-level
building with adjoining Ii-
heavy, multi-media center.
cafeteria and gym, contains
five ungraded primary rooms
. and single grades from four
to eight. The average class
:size for the primary is 25
linfl for grades four through
eight, 30 to 35 students.
Flexible facilities are avail-
able for niusic, art, science,
audio-visuals, guidance,
health and reading improve-
ment. A large football field
provides ample space for
Outdoor instructional and
recreational programs,
Striving for quality educa-
tion, the curriculum empha-
sizes self-direction, independ-
ence of thought and practice.
continual inquiry and self
discipline. In this way the
child learns to analyze criti-
cally, to see relationships,
to judge, to make generali
zations, to organize thoughts
and ideas and to work
independently in solving his
problems. Since each child
• learns at his own rate, in-
struction will focus on the
individual learner. In this
way a flexible program will
permit individual instruction
and promote continuous pro-
gress. Evaluation will also
be bases on the philosophy
of individual growth.
The entire faculty has par-
ticipated in planning and de-
veloping a more flexible
program which will permit
individualized instruction
and p r o mote continuous
progress. The focus will be
on the individual learner.
The individualized instruc-
tional program for the pri-
mary grades will include the
use of innovative procedures
such as: learning centers,
ability grouping and team-
teaching. Innovative
Community Focus
materials used to implement
the individualized program
will include programmed in-
structional booklets, indivi-
dualized instructional kits
and educational games. With
the emphasis on individual-
ized instruction, the organi-
zational plan for grades
four through eight will be
that of a modified-depart-
mental systems with sub-
jects scheduled in blocks of
time.
By using the multi-media
approach, the. implementa-
tion of the entire program
includes the use of such audio
visual equipment as over-
head projectors, group and
individual filmstrip
machines. movie projector,
televisions and listening posts
An attempt will be made
to Correlate the use of com-
munity resources with the
curriculum. The sports pro-
gram includes football, bas-
ketball. track and baseball.
Under Title I, the sevices
of a guidance counselor, a
psychological service work-
er, reading improvement
teacher and school nurse
are available. Work study
students from LeMoyne Owen
College will be employed
as para-professionals to as-
sist with small groups.
Under the direction of
the eighth grade teacher, a
student council will be in
existence for the second
year. Four officers are elect-
ed from the eighth grade
class by grades five through
eight and two representa-
tives are chosen or elected.
by each grade. Activities are
planned and sponsored by
the student council.
Since we strive to develop
the whole child, classes in
Christian social living are
an integral part of the cur-
riculum. In addition to daily
prayer or reflection, indivi-
dual classes plan monthly
prayer services and the
entire school shares in the
celebration of a Communal
Worship each month,
Comments of the students:
Kay Williams, an eighth
grade student:
"I am proud of Father
Bertrand School because it is
better equipped and we can
learn much better. I par-
ticularly like our Language
Arts Class. Our teacher
doesn't stand , over us and
tell us what to do. She gives
us time to do whal we
want."
Stanley Reed, an eighth
grade student:
"I like the S.R.A and
audio-visual materials be-
cause they help you to think
on your own."
Stanley White, an eighth
grade sutdent:
"The outstanding features
of the new Father Bertrand
School, are the library, the
gym, the locker-rooms, the
football field, and the lock-
ers. I like my classes be-
cause we have our own lesson
plans. When you finish
you have something to do
instead of going back to the
old days when the teacher
told us to turn to page 29."
Jeffrey Little, a seventh
grade student:
"I like the -audio-visual
materials because the whole
class doesn't have to see at
one itime, you get more out
of the film strips and tapes
When you use them with
a smaller amount of people."
Joseph Booker, a seventh
grade student:
"We have new materials,
activities, books and tapes.
I like our teachers and the
way they work with us.
like mostly he way you can
build your abilities and study
better "
Patricia King. a fifth graidi
student:
"I like Father Bertrand
School because it is a new
school and because it is the
best school in the whole
world."
Vivian Brown, a fourth grade
student:
"Grade four is busy with
several projects in art, so-
cial studies, math and sci-
ence. We are proud of our
new school and are going to
do all we can to keep it clean
and make it the best school
in the city."
Michael Hayes, a primary
student:
"Learning is fun because
I like to read books, to
see filmstrips, to play S.R.A
and to play store."
Rosalind McGhee, a primary
student:
"We are working with all
the new materials. We're en-
joying every minute of it."
'Marc Wade, a primary stu-
dent:
-I like Father Bertrand
School because you get a
good education so you can
go to college."
Floyd Tate. a primary stu-
dent:
"I like Father Bertrand
School because we get to go
to the listening post every-
day."
Comments from the teach-
ers:
Mrs. H i II, seventh-grade
home-room teacher:
Father Bertrand School
has taken a giant step in
better education. We have
adopted a whole new pro-
gram of learning which is
based on an individual and
equal opportunity basis. The
new program is mind ex-
panding because the students
have much more to do on
their own.
The classes are much more
interesting without students
having to sit and listen to
the teachers talk. The new
materials a n d learning
equipment give the students
a chance to advance at speed
comfortable to them.
Mrs. G r e en, sixth-grade
home-room teacher:
Father Bertrand has defi-
nitely accepted the challenge
and we are doing a great
job in our new program. The
.individualized program
which we started this year
is proving to be successful.
Our children, on every
ability level, have experi-
enced some success. We at-
tribute our success to the
creativeness of the teachers,
the extensive use of Audio-
visual materials, and the
enthusiasm of the students.
Sister Pat Ryan, fifth grade
home-room teacher:
The children are so much
more spontaneous and seem
to be at ease in their class-
room situations. It's an in-
vigorating e x perience to
teach in a learning atmos-
phere such as we have at
Father Bertrand. The ad-
antage of our new location
adds to enrich our curriculum
and extra-curricular activ-
ites. Availability of equip-
ment does much to encour-
age creatir teaching and
learning.
Miss Owens, primary teach-
er:
Father Bertrand is indeed
one of our great schools in
Memphis. Its new program
consists of various ways
of learning mathematics,
phonics, science, etc. It has
new equipment' and facilities
that are most beneficial
to many of its students.
Sister Mary Beth Niemann:
primary teacher:
Teaching at Father Be
trand School is fun. We s•
well equipped. The listemis.
post and overhead projec-
tor are valuable aids and
helpwto reinforce a lesson
just taught. Filmstrip viewer
with accompaning records
assist in teaching social
studies and presenting the
fairy tales in an interesting
way, The use of SRA word
games, the cyclo-teacher,
the chalkboard and flannel
board are all exciting ad-
ventures in the life of a
beginning leer ner. The
program requires much time
in preparation but it is re-
ward enough to -hear a be-
ginner sigh contentedly at
the end of a day, "I just
love to come to school."
Sister Pat Lane, primary
teacher:
It is a thrill to watch
children excited about learn-
ing and discovering through
many multi-media materials.
Remarks like: "May I please
finish this project before I
go home?" or "I didn't get
to use the filmviewer to-
day," make you realize
that the children are in-
volved and learning some-
thing that is relevant to
their lives.
Sister Therese Frelo, t h e
principal, has done a mar-
velous job planning and im-
plementing the new pro-
gram. Her support and en-
couragement has made it a
joy to work here. It is great
to know that Your efforts
and creative ideas are wel-
comed and appreciated.




"Everything is new at Father
Bertrand School." We do
have a new look and an en-
thusiastic spirit is found
everywhere.
The success of our new
program has been due to
the cooperative efforts of the
administration, the faculty,
the lay board, the home 
schoolassociation, the staff,
and the students. In working
together our venture has
proven to be fruitful. It
seems to be the attitude of
the student body that
"Learning can really be en-
joyable."
The comments of many
visitors have been a source
of encouragement in launch-
ing and developing the new
program. It is thought that
our steps toward indivi-
dualized instruction will con-
tribute positively to changes
in the educational thrust of
other schools in Memphis.",
The Master Barbers local 691 held a Tea and Fashion
Show recently to help the poor and needy at Christmas
time. &hewn above are some of the supporters of the bene-
fit. From Left to right standing are Mrs. Elma Morris, Mr.
Smith, Mrs, Ernestine Martin and other Barbers. Front
row are Mr. Wise, a Barber Inspector, Mr. James Brad-
field, Mr. T. Herbert King. (Photo 'By Withers)
Fifth graders are guided in their individualized reading
program by means of a taped lesson.
The New Black Alphabet is proudly d i s- played by the primary students.
Even primary children learn to use the filmstrip machine
so they can choose their own areas of interest.
Sammy suggests Cosby
as political candidate
MIAMI. Fla. — In an un-
usual talk show interview
over WTVJ here this eeening,
Sammy Davis, Jr. suggest-
ed Bill Cosby as a lkely
Black political candidate and
said he purposely avoided
President John F. Kennedy
so that his "playboy" repu-
tation would not tarnish thy
presidential image.
Another guest, comedienne
Carol Burnett, said she was
immune to drug addiction be-
cause of the great personal
tragedy in lier own life. She
revealed that both of her
parents died of alcoholism.
The revelations came dur-
ing an hour-long colorcast of
the Canady Dry syndicated
TV Special "The Price of
Fame," which made its de-
but here over WTVJ and
will be presented by scores
of TV stations across t he
country during Decemher.
The host is Mel T o rm e
and his other guests are
"Laugh In" comic Dick Mar-
tin and singer Mama Cass
Elliot. The subjects discuss-
ed are politics, sex, war and
drugs, with Torme utilizing
music, talk and film clips
to contrast today's permis-
siveness with the morals and
attitudes of the past which
wrecked the careers of many
Hollywood stars aid drove
others to suicide.
Discussing politics, Davis
said he avoided President
Kennedy despite the latter's
persistent friendly entreat-
ies.
"After all, I had appeared
in Confidential 84 times," he
said.
Davis pointed out that the
spirit of public opinion in the
early 1960's made it inap-
propriate for him to appear
publicly with the President.
The Negro entertainer said
that the political climate for
Blacks has improved great-
ly in the past decade, and in
offering an alternative to the
many white entertainers who
have entered 'polities, he sug-
gested that actor Bill Cosby
might make an excellent
candidate.
Sudduing her natural ef-
fervescent humor, Ca r ol
Burnett, the mother of teen-
age children, expressed her
concern ovsa Use growing
widespread use of drugs




Are you tired of lawn-
sprinkling restrictions and
other water shortage prob-
lems? Of a heavy chlorine
taste in your drinking glass?
Of increased water bills?
If you are, consider having
your own well and automatic
electric water system. With
it you can have all the water
you want, and it will taste
better than "city" wate r.
Once the system is installed,
\ you get free water. T h e
'only cost will be the f e w
pennies it takes to run the
electric motor. According to
the Plumbing - Heatin g-
Cooling Information Bureau
water from a well costs
about 5 cents per tbousand
gallons, less than half• of
what you pay for city water.
The modern water system
is a far cry from the o 1 d-
fashioned dug well and hand
pump. It consists of a well
that's only a few inches in
diameter, an electric pump,
a tank to hold the w a t e-r
and automatic controls to
turn the pump on and off
when water in t h e tank
reaches a predetermined. le-
vel.
Over 950,000 electric water
systems are installed each
year. A recent survey shows
that the overwhelming ma-
jority of families that have
their own systems wouldn't
tradd them for city water.
If you'd like more informa-
tion about having your own
water systeth, send 25 vents
in coin to Dept. P, Water
Systems Council, 221 N. La-
Salle Street, Chicag o,
60601. Ask for "Free Wa-
ter: A Guide to Private
Wells and Water Systems."
She said that while drugs
have never touched her life,
she is keenly aware of the
suffering experienced by ad-
dicts and their lived ones.
"Both of my parents died
of alcoholism," she told Tor-
me.
In his best "Laugh In"
tradition, Dick Martin voic-
ed the belief that men are
greater sex symbols tha n
women. He said that none of
the famous Hollywood love
goddesses could match male
stars like Clark Gable for
genuine sex appeal. Martin
included himself in the sea
appeal category.
Youth idol Mama Cass El-
liott expressed _open admira-
tion for Martha Raye who
has given so much of her
time and talent to entertain
GI's overseas. Conceding
that there might be a logical
reason for war, she said a
visit to Walter Reed Hospi-
tal "turned her off" forever
on all wars, including the
one in Viet Nam.
"I saw all of these maim-
ed and wounded American
soldiers," Cass said, "and
It just broke me up. I kept
thinking, what am I going to
say to thee boys? What







Castle, 12:45 4,05 750
Jones: 220 6,05 9,45
Pgh. dist. AMEZ key
women contest for
missionary honors
PITTSBURGH, Pa. — T
first progress report on th
continuing contest between
'Key Women' in the Pitts-
burgh District Missionary
Department of the AME.
Zion Church, focused as top
gleaners, Mrs. Naomi King,
left, a representative of Wes-
ley Center YAMS, and Mrs.
Nellie Briggs, a member of
the Lucinda Harper Mission-
ary Society.
Mrs. Etalca Betts, aot in
the picture, Is the general
chairman. She held a second
report meeting recently at
the home of Mrs. Corrie
Winston, when two other dis-
trict women made reports
that put them over the goal
„ They are Mrs. Dorothy
Harrison of Oakdale, Pa. and
Mrs. Irene Glenn, president
of the Ada Battle Missionary
Society of Wesley Center
AME Zion Church.
Mrs. Betts and other "Key
Women" present set Jan. 10
as the date of the next check-
up, to be held at St. Mark
Church at 2 P. M.,
All "Key Women" are ask-
ed to bring or send their re-
ports to this meeting. The
contest will not close official-
ly until the Inspirational
Missionary Mass Meeting at
Wesley Center Church, Sun-
day, Jan. 24, 1971 at 5 P. M.,
when the "Key Woman"
whose total amount raised
Ids up to the most over 620
11 be crowned "MRS.
2ITTSBURGH DISTRICT."
This project is sponsored
by the district to raise gen-
eral convention funds.
Mrs. Willa Mae Rice, dis-
trict president, initiated the
plan, which kicked-off with
an "Age of Aquarius Fads
and Fashions Show" in Octo-
ber.
While the top amounts was
reported by Mrs. Rice, and
the second highest by Mrs.
Harriet Coleman, the coo-
test is restricted to involve
only local missionary women
-- not district officers.
WANTED
LEAKY FAUCETS
Is that constant drip getting
on your nerves and causing
Your water poi to go up? SEE
READ SALES CO.
Faucets and Repair Parts
fil,toy sample of parts needed
Phone 275-4828 or 274-3437
1373 Jackson at Watkins
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Orger Now
For Individuals And Groups
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ATLANTA — The field•of
journalism, with its variety
of career opportunities rang-
ing from radio and TV to
urban affairs development,
continues to attract the
creative and imaginative
minds of a growing number
Of American young people.
This variety was an im-
portant factoi that led to
the decision by Jacqueline
Allen of 'Memphis, Tenn;
Ronald Hollowell of Toledo,
Ohio; and Jean Anthony of
Atlanta, to pursue careers in
journalism.
Witb the help of scholar-
ships providtd jointly by
Coca-Cola USA and the Na-
George A. Dowdy president of the Memphis
American Federation ot Teachers AFL-ClO
Local 2032 presents a check to Miss Mar.
gart Rose Gladney for legal expenses in-
curred in her appeal for re-election to the
Memphis City School System, Miss Gladney
was informed April 15, 1970 that she would
not be re-elected for the 1970.71 school year
because of her disloyalty and disruption.
MAF'T conferred with the school board and
demonstrated in May at the Board of Edu-
tional Newspaper Publishers
Association, Jacqueline is at-
tending Lincoln University in
Pennsylvania, Ronal d,
Franklin College in Oh i o,
and Jean, the University of
Georgia.
As in many professions,
the increasing number of op-
portunities is a result of the
ration to assist with Miss Gladney's rein-
statement. She had been re-elected and as-
signed to Manassas High School for the en-
suing year. MAFT is a teacher organization
and works for teacher rights, professional
and economic security, and more effective
schools. Our services—local and national—
are available to all members upon c a I I.
Thus, we believe in education for democra-
cv and democracy for education.
Blacks get $$•
Polaroid angry
CAIRO, Ill. — The United
Front of Cairo is getting
$10,000 from the United
Black Appeal of Boston,
Mass., but the Polaroid
Corp., is not happy about it.,




shock Wednesday that its
$20430 contribution to Bos-
ton's Black Appeal has been
divided between the black
group in Cairo and several
organizations working 'for the
black liberation of South Af-
Ica.
In a statement, the corpor-
ation said it contributed the
$20,000 "with the understand-
ing the money would be us-
ed to benefit educational
cultural and social agencies
in Boston's black commatnity,
which are desperately short
of operating funds.
"The use of this money
outside Boston's black com-
munity is contrary to Polar-
oid's wishes and, we feel, to
the wishes of most of the
people in Boston's black
community."
The United Front Founda-
tion, which disburses the
funds, announced last Thurs-
day it had 'decided not to
give the money to any or-
ganizations in Boston's black'
community, for whom the
appeal was organized this
fall.
The United Front said the
decision to send the money
elsewhere was based on
vote at a general communo
meeting Dec. 16 ,and tha!
the action was intended. to
demonstrate support for de-
mands by a group of Polar-
oid employes that the firm
cease all trade 'with South
Africa.
The United Front said
Polaroid's donation to the
United Black Appeal was
"compromised ... since it
could be interpreted as an
attempt to prevent comment
from the black community
about the controversy" over
the company's trade with
South Africa.
The controversy a ro se
Oct. 5 with a demonstration
by the Polaroid Revolution-
ary Workers movement. The
company is expected to
make a decision on the issue
shortly.
Polaroid said its decision
to give $20,000 to "an agen-
cy serving, the black • com-
munity" was made Sept. 23
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mittee and was in no way
related to the South African
issue.
The United Front said it
would give $10.000 to the
United Front of Cairo, Ill.,
and $10,000 to an undisclos-
ed number of organizations
working for the liberation of
blacks in South Africa,
shortage of qualified p e r-
sonnet, as well as the great
"communications explosion"
now taking place. As pointed
out at the annual meeting of
the National School Press In-
stitute and College Communi-
cation Workshop and Na-
tional Newspaper Publishers
Association, the percentage
of job opportunities is espe-
cially high among Blacks.
In an effort to remedy the
situation, a step which would
aid industry as well as the
community, Coca-Cola, USA
and the NNPA jointly spon-
sor an annual journalism
scholarship to encourage
more Black students to en-
ter the field. It is one of 10
such awards to black stu-
dents made by Coca-Cola
USA.
The program, which is
entering its fourth year, aid-
ed Jacqueline. Ronald, and
Jean, who were selected as
recipients on the basis of
their college board exams,
leadership qualities and de-
sire to pursue a college edu-
cation.
The initial step was a re-
ferral by their school coun-
selor or personal contact
. with the local NNPA mem-
ber newspaper for applica-
tion. (NNPA is the national
organization of publishers of
newspapers affected primari-
ly at the Negro community.)
During the spring, that mem-
ber selected several appli-
cants and forwarded their
forms to the National Schist-
larship Service and Fund
for Negro Students, which
provided the screening serv-
ices at the national level
In June of 1971, another
student will join them as the
recipient of the Coca-Cola
USA - NNP A Scholarship
High School students in-
terested in the 1972 aviard
may apply by contacting any
NNPA paper, or by writing
to the National Scholarship
Service and Fund for Negro
Students, 1776 Broadway,
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DEFENDER SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 1971
Tri-State
News Scope
The family of James Earl Green, who was killed by po-
lice gunfire during the Jackson State College crisis last June,
has been given a new home by The Hedger Evers Fund, it
was announced today by Fund President Charles Evers, May-
or of Fayette.
The 17-year-old Gree'n was killed by a bullet fired by State
Police while leaving a local bus on his way home from work
during the disorders at Jackson State. He was more than 100
yards from the scene of the disorders at the time he was shot.
Green was one of the main sources of support for his
mother and eight brothers and sisters. Two weeks prior to
James Green's death, the home in which his family resided
burned to the ground accidentally. Ttke home was insured for
only $150.
The twin tragedies which fell upon the Green family
prompted the Board of Directors of the Medgar Evers Fund
to appropriate funds to purchase the new home for the Green
family.
FAYETTE-HAYWOOD NEWS
PAST WORK We had an excellent workcamp in June with
four students — from California, Connecticut, Wisconsin, and
Ohio — working hard on voter registration in six districts of
Fayette County. In most of these districts the black-support-
ed candidates won the primary election. In District 10, where
we have the Freedom School, there was a landslide for the
three main black-supported candidates — John J. Hooker for
governor, Albert Gore for senator. and Joseph Morris for
sheriff. Although all of these eventually lost in the genera!
election, the voting was close enough to establish the black
vote in Fayette County as a force to be reckoned with.
On the August workcamp and for several days of the June
workcamp we gave a boost to Rahn Harris, whose building and
materials had been destroyed when the garage was set afire.
We bought, and helped work on: sub.-flooring, insulation board,
ceiling joists and roof decking. We worked on but did not pro-
vide: rorlf rafters and roof building paper.
Says Cindie Lovelace, workcamper: "That's what inspires
you, to look up from your work and see that kind of a man
there ... No matter what happened to him — his garage
burning, his losing all those building materials — he still had
that nice cheerful smile. You feel so grateful that someone
like him exists."
FUTURE WORK Jan. Is-n Workcamp for six Denison Uni-
versity students — for college credit. Led by: Carlos Alexan-
der and Virgie Hortenstine. Open to former workcampers with
cars. We will help the Freedom School to distribute Multi-
Purpose Food, a food supplement, among the people. Write
for application!
Mar. 27-Apr. 18 Spring Workcamp: hopefully to continue
distribution of food supplement. Write for application!
FREEDOM SCHOOLS Porter Shields reports that the Free-
dom School in District 10 is continuing. Another new Freedom
Library was begun this summer. The Freedom Library of Hay-
wood County continues.
Another district wants to start a Freedom School of its
Own. I have promised to help them set it up as soon as I can
go. If this can be done, we will need to provide books and ex. !
pense checks for teachers in this school in addition to the Dis-
trict 10 -school we are now supporting. More than ever, w.•
need your continued support for the expanding work ahead
Johnson Products
on the move
CHICAGO — Johnson Pro-
ducts Co., Inc., has reported
an increase of approximate-
ly 25 per cent in sales for
the final quarter of 1970,
George E. Johnson, presi-
dent, said recently.
Speaking at the company's
annual shareholders meeting
at the Harris Bank, John-
son said first quarter profits
will also be ahead of last
year's first period.
For the first quarter a
year ago, the manufacturer
of hair preparations for the
black consumer had sale's of
$2,859.993 and earnings'7of
8415,524, or 2t 'Cents p re'
share.
Discussing the company's
current 'market testing of
a new cosmetic line, John-
son said: "We are begin-
ning to receive repeat orders
from local retail outlets in
our three test market cities
and this is an encouraging
sign to us since it indicates
that our products are lieing
accepted by the consumer.'
He indicated that testing._
will continue for several
more months before a de-
termination is made con-
cerning national distribution.
"We are, however, optimis-
tic to the point that we are
developing a marketing pro-
gram and continuing new
product research should we
decide to proceed after all of
the test results have been
evaluated," he added.
Johnson noted that n
company hopes to begin
$1 million expansion pro-
gram this spring to enlarge
plant, warehouse, and office
facilities. "We have a long-
range sales goal of $50 mil-
lion by 1975, and this is the
first step in bringing our
plant and equipment up to
the requirements for attain-
ing such a sales level," he
said.
It was also reported that
the Chicago Board of Educa-
tion had relinquished claim
to portions of the company's
nine acres of vacant land
adjacent to the Johnson
plant on Chicago's South
Side. "We believe we now
have sufficient area for
further expansion," he said.
Johnson told shareholders
that the company had appli-
ed for listing on the Ameri-
can Stock Exchange and,
pending final approval,
trading is expected to begin
early 'in 1871. Johnson Pro-
ducts will be the first pre-
'dominantly black-managed
major securities market.
In other ,annual meeting
business, the six-man slate
of directors was elected to
another one-year term. Be-
sides George Johnson, di-
rectors are: John E. John-
son, Mrs. George E. John-
son, Alvin J. Boutte Melvin




GREENSBORO. N. C. —
North Carolina A&T State
University this week received
a $1,000 grant to its School
of Engineering from the
Humble Companies Founda-
tion. According 'to North
Carolina A&T president, Dr.
Lewis C. Dowdy, the grant
may be spent at the Engi-
neering School's discretion.
The only stipulation is that
the funds be used to im-
prove the quality of teaching
and research or to assist out-
standing students.
Humble Oil & Refining
Company, its subsidiaries
and the Humble Corn panies
Foundation are contributing
approximately $820,000 in
education aid during the
1970-71 academic year ac-
cording to Humble Board
Chairman M. A. Wright.
Grants totaling $374,560 are
being presented to 91 colleges
and universities through the
Humble Companies Founda-
tion. In addition, Humble Oil
& Refining Company is par-
ticipating in another com-
pany-related education foun-
dation grant program.
Included in Humble's over-
all aid to education is a pro- 1
gram under which the Hum- 1
ble Companies Foundation
matches gifts of Humble em-
ployees to qualifying colleges
and universities throughout]
the nation.
The Foundation also has
contributed $45,500 to sponsor
a series of college leadership
institutes. This program,
conducted . by the National
Leadership Institute, is de-
signed to teath the psy-
chology and, dynamics of
leadership to students, facul- ,
ty and administrators from,
selected colleges.
Through their contribution,
the Humble Companies and
Foundation are helping pro-
vide the support which col-
leges and universities need
from the private sector in
their efforts to achieve ex-
cellence in education, Wright
said.
Whither The Peace
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
The Peace Corps is alive
and well, though somewhat
leaner in look because of
its adjustment to changing
times. Now in its tenth year,
the corps has moved from
the Camelot romaticism of
the Kennedy era to a more
pragmatic stance.
BIRTH OF AN IDEA
It was during a campaign
speech at the Cow Palace in
San Francisco on November
2, 1960 that the Democratic
candidate, Senator Kennedy,
proposed the establishment
of a "peace corps of talent-
ed young men and women
willing and able to serve
their country in this fashion
for three years as an alter-
native or supplement to a
peacetime selective service."
Said Kennedy: "We can-
not discontinue -training our
young men as soldiers of
war, but we also want them
to b e a in bassadors of
peace." The corps was to
be made up of volunteers of
all ages who were to join in
a worldwide struggle against
poverty, disease and ig-
norance.
C. Payne Lucas, Director
of the Peace Corps' Office
of Returned Volunteers, in
a speech last April at Lin-
coln University, Jefferson
City, Mo., expressed in com-
prehensive terms the philo-
sophy of the Peace Corps
then and now. "It was a
luxury then, It is a necessi-
ty now. There was no war
to speak of and no confron-
tation of institutions and
power structures. As yet,
there was no questioning of
national values. Sit-ins and
boycotts were just beginning
to force racism as a domin-
ant issue."
Lucas said that the corps
was born in a time of bore-
dom and, intuitively, John
Kennedy recognized that
American youth needed to
be challenged with some ex-
citing new concepts. A year
after its birth, the long
train of crises that persist
until today began, first with
the Cuban missile situation,
the civil rights revolution
and the escalation of our in-
volvement in Viet Nam.
These were the high years
of soaring purpose.
Volunteers chose people
over power and peace over
war, social innovation over
bureaucratic ritual and hu-
man equality over racism.
Joining the Peace Corps was
one of the earliest forms of
social protest.
Inevitabiy, me corps be-
came a victim of its own
successes as other direct
forms of confrontation took
place to shake and challenge
the structure of society. By
1968, the War in Vietnam
was turning off young people
by the thousands and they
were renouncing the Peace
Corps as a symbol of how
little peace counted. As Lu-
cas put it, the contradiction
between waging a multi-bil-
lion dollar war on the one
hand and waging peace with
a dollar and half on the oth-
er crushed too many spirits
that might otherwise have
been willing to volunteer.
Lucas who is a natural
evangelist and super sales-
man for the corps goes to
the heart of the matter in
blunt terms. Says he: "I
don't believe in romanticiz-
ing the Peace Corps in an
effort to rejuvenate its
image. You should have the
straight story and make
your own judgement on the
basis of the reality of the
Peace Corps is not what it
used to be. It's better be-
cause it is not our Peace
Corps anymore ...
"We've been coopted by
our hosts, by Africans, Asi-
ans and Latin Americans
who usually understood bet-
ter than we do the true
worth of Peace Corps serv-
ice. It's better because we
and our hosts are far more
Corps?
sophisticated than in 1961 in
defining v o lunteer roles.
It's better because we have
mastered the art of learning
languages. It's better be-
cause we train most volun-
ters in the country of their
assignment, not in the sterile
surroundings of an Ameri-
can campus ... It is no
longer just the liberal arts
graduate. It is the master
mechanic, the agricultural-
ist and the business adviser
who are becoming a more
and more important factor
in economic growth and so-
cial progress abroad."
According so Lucas, the
early Peace Corps volun-
teers who applied in droves
were rushed overseas with-
out, sufficient training or in-
vestigation of proposed as-
signments. Today, they don't
come with the same spark-
ling aura as in the past.
They are not mesmerized
by the rhetoric and they en-
tertain no dreams of saving
the world.
Today's volunteers join
because they believe that
the world does not begin
and end at the state border,
but extends outward to
Americans, Latins, Africans
and any peoples whose prob-
lems and ways of life are
likely to affect them some-
day.
Given all the factors pres-
ent today. Lucas expre'sses
doubt that the Peace Corps
— had it never been created
-- could be established now.
Certainly not if it were to
be based upon the purposes
advanced in 1961. It is no
longer the world situation,
as such, that rouses our na-
tional sense of insecurity. It
is now a domestic quarret of
complex dimensions that
agitates the collective Amer-
ican family.
But the biggest and most
convincing argument to be
made for the justification of
the Peace Corps today is
that it has fed back into
U.S. society 50,000 seasoned
ex-volunteers with a thor-
ough grasp of the family of
man and who are eminently
prepared to help making
that society more relevant
to the social and moral chal-
lenges of our times. In other
words, once having given
two or more years in living
and working with people of
another culture, a certain
humility is acquired and a
larger sense of values.
Freed from the mandate
of being a missionary to
change exisiting social or-
ders in lands overseas, the
.volunteer today goes as
tmuch to enrich his own per-,
sonal experience as to lend'
his skills to his assignment.
He looks upon people as in-
dividuals with whom he can,
relate, not as ethnic or re-,
ligious groupings.
GROWTH AND CHANGE '
The last annual report of
the Peace Corps was made
in 1968. It showed that by ,
June 30th of that year there
were 11,115 volunteers at
work in 57 nations and anoth-
er 2,708 in training. This
was an increase of seven
countries over 1967. Latin
America and Africa have al-
ways had the largest con-
centration of volunteers, the
former numbered 4,486 and
3,738 for Africa. East Asia
and the Pacific had 3,142
while NANSEA (North Afri-
ca. Near East and South
Asia) had 2,457.
More than 250,000 Ameri-
cans have applied to the
Peace Corps since 1961. but
fewer than one in five is
selected for training and
three fourths of those select-
ed go overseas. Interesting-,
ly enough the highest per-
centage of volunteers come
from the West, where 13
states have contributed 25
per cent of all the trainees.
California leads the list with
4,979. The average volunteer
is male (65.1 per cent) and
24.2 years old. There were.
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DELTA'S DO A CHRISTMAS THING
The Memphis Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority and undergraduates at Memphis State
University sponsored a "Christmas Party" for two
hundred children who attend the recreational pro-
gram at the Memphis Community Learning Labora-
tory during the holidays.
The children enjoyed games, a Christmas play
presented by the children, plenty of refreshments and,
of course, there was Santa Claus.
Mrs. Joseph Westbrooks served as Chairman, Mrs.




The City Court Judge Ray Churchill has consent-
ed to teach a course in business law-economics at Le-
Moyne-Owen College, it was announced by President
Odell Horton.
It will be a second semester course to be taught
on Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 7 to 8:30.
The second semester at the college begins Feb. 1,
following the January interim semester program
which offers a month of independent study.
Dr. Lionel A. Arnold, the college's academic dean,
said Judge Churchill will be teaching a three-hour
credit course.
AL
SAN ANTONIO - Airman Calvin N. Hollingsworth, son of
Mrs. Kathryn L. Shad, of 2086 Swift St., Memphis, has
completed basic Irking at Lackland Afb, Tex. He has
been assigned to Lowry APB, Col., for training in the sup-
ply field. Airman Hollingsworth is a 1968 graduate of Car-
ver With School and attended Memphis S'ate University.
GUIDEPOST
By Carlotte Watson, Counselor
By CARLOTTA "" ' Or, Cvnselor
Musing: Happiness must be sipped, noNdrained
from life in great gulps. Nor does it flow in a steady
stream like water from a faucet. "A portion of thy-
self" is a sip of happiness, as satisfying as it is
costless.
Dear Carlotta:
Not that I am not thankful to see a new year. Not
that I am not thankful because I have lived to be a
ripe old age of 60. But somehow I feel that life is all
over and I feel so sorry for myself. I feel that now I
will be forgotten, that my family gone and my friends
will be going. I just don't know what to do with my-




7: Age varies from person to person. How old is old
311 a hard question and has many answers. Some
13eople are old at 60 while others would not dream of
Tailing themselves old at 70. Some people can't find
time to be old; others seem to look for the first op-
portunity to slip into retirement. You can be happier
and life can be more comfortable if you are realistic.
You are no longer beating your head against the
wall. You should be able to accept certain limitations,
certain defeats. The aging process holds many advan-
tages, and many compensations. And many joys.
Naturally; there are problems. But doll' t forget chil-
dren, adolescents, young married couples and middle
age people have problems.
'70 was a slow year for civil rights
Activity on the civil rights
front dropped to a murmur
this year, but speculation is
that the more militant or-
gsnizations either changed
their modus operandi or
went completely underground.
Even the noted activists
who in 1969, made prominent
such expressions as "Peace
by any means," "Black
power," and "Right on,"
have either been silenced
or hz ye redirected their
energies from the podium
In the baeltroom.
No longer do we hear the
hymns to H. Rap Brown,
who like Eldridge Cleaver,
living a non-publicized
exile in Algiers. Stokley Car-
michael whose voiced echoed
the angry black man's at-
titute for two years is living
a plush, somewhat quiet
life with his wife singer
Mariam Makeba in South
Africa.
Only the Rev. Jesse Jack-
son continues to express
vocally the frustration of
the black man and even here,
his comments are confined
to the Saturday morning
meetings of Operation Bread-
basket:
But, in spite of the deep
silence which has fallen over
the black community, ac-
tivities of varied nature
remain. And the shuffling
off feet and the murmuring
of voices go on. The affects
of this secrecy, however,
cannot yet be evaluated
except in the realm of ex-
posing the senselessness of
dividing black leadership.
There were, of course, a
number of incidents which
did occur during 1970 which
have given rise to the belief
of a nationwide conspiracy
to handcuff the so called
revolutionary elements
within the black community
which for years have chal-
lenged w h ite supremecy
in this country.
Exposing such a con-
spiracy, however, has cost
the lives of several young
people and has threatened
others with either extermi-
nation or confinement, and
only few of these have beet




Huey Newton was one is
these fourtunate ones whi
was able to break the 1?onct
of confinement and wis
released from a Califord
jail after spending two year
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Construction industry
Tne construction industry, beset by numerous problems, is
failing to keep pace with the nation's overall economic growth,
according to a study conducted for the National Industrial Con-
ference Board by Dr. Peter Cassimatis. professor of economics in
the College of Business Administration at Fairleigh .Dickinson
University.
Soaring wages and other costs, intense competition, a gen-
eral lack of large companies which might permit more econo-
mical operations. and restrictive building codes and labor union
practices are cited as major factors.
Another dilemma is that available indexes do not provide
data on actual increases in the cost of production. Little is
known about the economics of the construction industry—and its
production capacity—because of inadequate statistical 'informa-
tion.
The total value of new construction in 187e was more than
$110 billion—representing about 13 percent of the country's
gross national product. But the real gross product of the industry
is not matching the growth of the economy. While the economy
has been expanding at an average rate of 4.5 percent a year over
the last decade, the construction industry has been growing at
a 2 percent rate.
Explains the report "The need for an extensive study of con-
tract construction is dictated by the central role that the industry
will play in the restoration of the nation's cities; the expansion
of transportation. health and educational facilities and other
environmental aspects of the United States."
Ike's vision of peace
The creation of an international university, with United Na-
tions help. to promote mutual understanding and world peace.
was proposed by Dwight D. Eisenhower in August 1962. He
made the proposal in an address before the 11th assembly of -
the World Confederation of Organizations of the Teaching Profes-
sion.
More than 400 delegates and observers from 80 nations
were gathered for the international congress at Stocekholm.
Eisenhower said: "I ;ihould like to suggest one final thought that,
as a private citizen arid without any authority, I leave before
you. It is the possibility of creating an international school as a
new and different kind of clearing house for world thinking and
teaching and learning in the vast field of human relations.
"On the campus of such a college Nnould be gathered an in-
ternati..mal faculty of scholars whose concern would be objective
truth, purged of natonal and regional bias, hatred and prejud-
ices. Its students—numbering possibly 2,000 or 3,000, say, in a
two-year course—could learn about the things that separate na-
tions and tend to prevent them from living peacefully and
securely together.
"The United Nations General Assembly might want to call
upon such organization as yours for assistance and nominations.
Thereby the college would be guarded against seizure by rigid
doctrinaires, propagandists and proselyters."
Eisenhower spoke to the meeting not as former President
of the United States but as former president of Columbia Univer-
sity and as the head of the America People-to-People program.
in leading up to his proposal, Eisenhower said his experi-
ences in meeting peoples of other nations have convinced him
that many of the important difficulties separating human be-
ins were based on ignorance and sheer lack of understanding.
"Witchcraft and witch-hunting, religious intolerance, racial
pcajudice and class warfare have been more than once the
cause of domestic conflicts, accompanied by blood baths, persecu-
tiiin and human suffering. In like manner, bitter inteinational
rirniries. born of mutual ignorance, political fixations or national
hatreds have been the cause of devastating and unnecessary
varb.
— The former President concluded his address with these
wards: "There is. therefore, excuse for those who label this
peijod the most shocking, the most brutal in modern history."
.-The time is ripe for implementing the proposal with positive
anti- definitive commitments by the people of the world who be-
lieve that without proper restraint, the world is drifting toward
permanent destruction.
GOT NO TIME FOR GAMES
My view 
Does President' Care
About Plight of Poor?
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
President Nixon has vetoed t h e
manpower bill which would have provid-
ed the disadvantaged, the unemployed
with jobs and the cities would be assist-
ed by using their services in product,v,
public jobs. The President vetoed the
bill in part because he has contempt ;'g
the WPA of the thirties. He sees dead-
end jobs by providing work that had no
future perhaps something like raking
leaves.
An editorial in the Dec. 18 issue of
the New York-Times refers to the Pres-
ident's vejo as an "executive inflexibili-
ty." The President vetoed the bill de-
spite the fact that the till's language
gives the Secretary of Labor adequate
latitude to make sure that the employ-
ment opportunities proposed in the bill
for public work does not turn into
dead-end jobs.
While the President vetoes the man-
power bill, he has taken on Cambodia
where we will spend millions in that
country. no doubt, for, years to come.
He fights for 290 million dollars. for his
..supersonic transport. He approves of
;pending more millions to make more)
trips to the moon. There is threat that
he will cut-off funds for VISTA as a
part of slashing 23 per cent from the
antipoverty appropriation.
The government will and does sub-
sidize rich farmers for not planting.
T h e government subsidizes airlines to
the tune of many millions. The govern-
ment will bail out ailing railroads.
Many of the railroads, no doubt, have
wasted and .squandered much money
and have spent excessive amounts .for
high salaried executives and have spent
A
erl
money providing air travel for execu-
tives — St) the story goes. As I write
this article, NBC is presenting evidence
that there is hunger galore in the U.S.
And it seems that the President
may not get his inadequate welfare, bill
nassed in this Congress which provides
$1600 for a family of four:. It was r e c-
ommended by a panel that a family
if four should have a minimum of 55.500
a year. In the light of such recommen-
dations. the President proposed a guar-
antee of Only $1600 and that bill m a y
not pass Congress.
It is difficult for me to understand
how a President living in extreme lux-
ury and a Congress living on the tat of
the land with money acquired through
taxes paid by the people can be so nig-
gardly when it comes to the poor. How
can the President veto the manpower
bill when millions are unemployed and,
the prediction is that the number of the
unemployed will increase? How can the
President set a $1600 minimum for a
family of four when he knows that this
is not enough? How can Congress s it
and let the President veto the manpow-
er bill without overriding the veto? How
can Congress fail to pass the inade-
quate $1600 bill without passing a bet-
ter bill?
Doesn't Congress know, doesn't the
l'resident understand that it would be
in the nation's interest, economically
and eduationally, if unemployment and
poverty were abolished?- If we can main-
tain military establishments around the
world, possibly in eighty countries, why
not make human value a top priority?
Do Congress and the President really
care?
point of view
Bishop J. 0. Patterson, international
leader of the Church of God in Christ, is
rapidly establishing himself as a number
one spokesman for the black man in
America. He has the courage to face
reality.aand tell it to listeners as it is.
Bishop Patterson makes it plain to both
blacks and whites who listen.
On an Emancipation D'ay program
last week, Bishop Patterson told it like
it is with a sermon entitled "We Ought
to be Ashamed". The gjst of the sermon
was black Americans, who regard them-
selves as Christians, ought to be asham-
ed that so many are leaning less and
less on God. .,and more and more on their
boastfully "black and proud" presence,.
As an example of why "We ought to be
Ashamed"...Bishop Patterson kointed to
the 1970 murder rate in Memphis in
which over 90 per cent of the killings
were those of blacks slaying blacks.
From this point of view the Bishop is
right...We ought to be ashamed to say,
"we're black and we're proud"...and
then proceed to kill anything black that
gives us an excuse for violence. We
ought to be ashamed.
Americans are finally waking up to
the fact that millions of people are liter-
ally starving to death in this so-called
richest society in history. But the record
showS it is true. Even in Memphis people
are beginning to wake up. The stories in
the daily press that pointed out that
babies are dying from malnutrition.. from
not being fed the right food nor adequate
food during the first six months of their
lives. Food stamps are inadequate to
halt hunger. Old folks live largely on
liquid diets because of inadequate in-
comes. And too many of the rest of us
are -still dumbly spouting the old cliches
that "people" ought to prepare them-
selves and look out for themselves...fur
chilctren...and for old age"...That indi-
cates the depts of ignorance and sin...
even right. .
It was a pleasant holiday greeting
extended to the sanitation workers of
Memphis last week. The men were
praised for the manner in which they
helped clear the city of trash and waste
during the holidays. They were praised
even in the local press.
From this point of view, that is as it
should be. Too many people in the United
States and Memphis are prone to as-
sume that certain types of work degrade
a man. To them, a sanitation worker is
a "mere garbage man." They ought to
realize that even in the highest reaches
of society, without sanitation workers,
the odor and health hazards will be just
as had in the suburbs as they are in'
the heart of the ghetto.
Criticizes 'Monsters on Wheels'
COMPLAINS ABOUT
Dear Editor:
The following letter has been sent
to Mr. Edwin Black do The Chicago
Tribune. Its contents are self explana-
tory. Copies also were sent the news
and communications media:
Dear Mr. Black -
1 am writing this letter in reference
to an article which appeared in the Chi-
cago Tribune on Monday. Nov. 30, 1970.
The article entitled "Monsters on
Wheels" and was written by a free
larice writer named Edwin Black.
' Indeed we are out of the "swamps
of Mississippi." We are proud of our
heritage and at this time quite a num-
ber of us are 'stewing' in our soup.' We
are not the only "Monsters on Wheels."
If there is to be any name 'calling, it
should cover a brooder range of profes-
sionals: cabs, trucks, police and most
of all, unprofessionally driven private
vehicles.
Who do you think become bus driv-
ers anyway? Today. 10 years ago, 20
years ago it ,was and is the individual
who applies for the job is accepted and
trained to do the job — Bus Operator.
ROOSEVELT SIMPKINS
BUS OPERATOR
From the Weaver 
Did good will toward men
lead to quick riches?
By AUDREY WEAVER
From 'rags to riches' is the real-life
story of one of the nation's newest multi,
millionaires. But most important that
this 'nouveau riche' hasn't lost the com-
mon touch; he spouts d lot of 'golden
rules- and spends a great deal of h i s
time trying to tell and show others how
they, too can make big money.
In this rude, highly sophisticated age
it is sheer delight to meet and talk with
Glenn W. Turner who licked a physical
handicap and poverty and in three short
years parlayed a $5,000 loan into a one-
hundred million dollar fortune. Now it's
reported to be in the neighborhood of
$200 million or more.
If he carries out the philosophy he
expresses, Turner should be a billionaire
before he is 40. He's 35 now, and he has
some 33 different business enterprises
going for him.
Turner who says he is devoid of ra-
cial prejudices, claims that he loves all
peoples and will help anyone from any
racial group get started, if he can. He
says when he first started out in busi-
ness, a black person was the first to pur-
chase a sewing machine from him. Al-
though that venture did nut turn out pro-
fitably. he leearned about blacks and
their problems and when he got into
other businesses, he gave as many
blacks as he could an opportunity to get
into selling, training and educating jobs.
He tells blacks that rather than to
simply lament about the drawbacks of
color, they -must take the talents they
have and rise about them. He firmly be-
' lieves in integration all the way and says
he has placed blacks in some top spots
where the whites immediately resented
it. But because the guys had talent in
each instance, the people came around
and discovered that they, too, could learn
and profit from blacks.
In the Windy City on one of h i
"motivation trips," (he calls motivation
the key to the whole thing), Turner said
he "set out to help people and the mon-
ey came incidentally." He tnsists that
an individual cannot become a success
until he has helped another to be a suc-
cess. By helping. this 'is he for real guy'
My line: Edeucation
doesp't mean "freebies," in fact he's
against welfare programs,
Turner means opportunity even when
it comes to handicapped persons who are
his specialty. He has a cosmetic indus-
try in Florida where the majority of the
employees are handicapped people. And
in Florence, Mass., the mentally retard-
ed make most of his perfumes and can-
dles. In addition he has contributed mil- .
lions to charitable interests which are
designed to help the handicapped.
At Allen University (a black school
in S. Carolina) they have one of Tur-
ner's Dare to be Great Inc. motivation
schools. The school helps to get attitudes
right. Allen officials appreciated Turner
so much they awarded him an honorary
doctorate degree last year.
Also in S.C. Turner has set up a mil-
lion dollar trust fund for the Opportunity
School which will earn it about $50,000
a year.
Turner who also spoke at St. Joseph's
High School and talked on radio shows
when he was here earlier this month as-
aserts that he tries to teach people to be-
lieve in themselves; to treat other peo-
ple fairly and to bring people together.
Evidently, he has scored well on num-
ber one because one writer credits hiM ..• -
with having an uncanny ability to sell :
'others on themselves.
In listing his three aims Turner did
not say anything about money, hut it
has really streamed in — he owns hie
own jet plane in addition to that approx-
imate 200 million dollars I mentioned be-
fore. But when you talk with him, it's
hard to believe he hits that much —
there's no condesention or halo; he's a
real Joe and not a dull one either.
An ex-newsman, John Frasca, who
after investigating Turner's sudden vault
to fortune for an Eastern newspaper, la-
ter spent four months with him before
writing the story of Turner's life. The ti-
tle carries the reaction of persons with
whom Turner has been in contact —
"Con Man or Saint?"
• Wanna get rich quick? Turner's phi-
losophy might help.
White principals top
blacks in black schools
By DAVID HARRISON
This week I propose a comparative
analysis of two groups of names,- The
first group includes Dr. Dorothy Martin,-
Frank Lucenta. Leo Dillon, Theodore
Lewis, Daniel Trahey, Sam Ozak
William Kelleher, Elizabeth Mollahan,
Dr. Patrick Ahern, Daniel Remahl, Dr.
Nicholas Kusta, Edmond Kubik, Ralph
Cusick, Dr. Joseph Sirchio, Edward
Bennett, Dr. Herbert Schiff, Howard
Sloan, Raphael Sullivan, Philip Viso,
Evelyn Albert, Mrs, Grace Power s,
Robert Braasch, Henry Tessmer, Daniel
Griffin, Dennis O'Brien, Donald Mulvi-
hill, James Gusland, Dr. Particia Kubi-
stet:
Wayne Hoffman, Helen Brennan,
Mrs. Debora Gordon, Mrs. Betsy Clayton,
Edward Berndt, Mrs. Sue Louik, Thomas
Welsh, William Haran, John Younker,
Edward Berndt, Mrs. Sue Louik, Thomas
Welsh, William Harem John Younker,
Mrs, Judith Steinhagan, Donald Kriz,
John Smith, Edward Kwasigrouch,
James Bailey, Marvin Osterman, Myron
Kuropas, Charles Pace, David Greene,
Dr. Keith Weese, Hamilton McMaster,
Jack Perlin, David Peterson, Dr. John
Russell.
William Kelly, Mrs Chesna Weis-
berg, Dr. Cryil Trayford, Thomas Ker-
nel). Margaret Junker, Donald Sparks,
Catherine Butkovich, D. Robert Feely,
Dr. Melvin Luberhatie, Mary-Joan Mi-
nerva, Mary O'Connor, Richard Schnet-
tier, Joseph Bell, James Kelly, Joseph'
Murphy, Marvin Marshall, Helen Ryan,
William McNerney, Regina Koehl, Dr.
Marita Hogan. Mrs. Mary Farrell, Rob-
ert Gallagher. Robert Pospishil,
dren Rosenberg, Regina Devine, Mrs.
Esther Bushnell, James O'Connell, An-
drew Penn, Robert Hagan, Ada Brown
Mrs. Catherine Modjedka.
Dr. Charles Schutter, Thomas Burke,
Joan Ferris, Charles Keenan, Elinor
McCollom, Michael Minikin, Dr. Mar-
jorie Lerner, Henry Cortez, Ralph War-
ner Walter Fasan, Richard Firman,
Charles McGuckin, Charles Vietzen, Sea-
men Peitz, Casimer Sutor, Sander Pos-
tol. Eugene Kaide, Charles Lutzow. Alan
McFee, Dr. Phillip Foord, Earl Forna-
ciari, Bruce Troutman, Edward He-
garty, Vincent Castrogiovanni, Dr. Ray-
mond Jerrems, Lawrence McBride,
Robert Donald, Frank Moscowitz, Nor-
val Rapp, Marion Budinger, Martin Ga-
briel, John O'Brien, Mary Ann Peter-
son,
Charles Hot-berg, Edwmond Walsh,
John Ryan. Dr. Eugguene Richards,
Daniel Breen, Dr. Charles Stanley,
William Earwakers, John Duggan,
Robert Mollendorf, John McGovern, Mrs.
Barbara Valerious, Mrs. Ellen Jordan,
Mrs. Jaen Wright, Mrs. Blanche Ho-
ticky, Herschel Rader, Alvin Miller,
Samuel Altshulet, Dr. Eleanor Pick,
Mrs. Margaret Julstrom, Dr. Peter
Zansitis, Louis Swanson, Leon Leibik,
Philip Katz, Mrs. Dorothy Herbst
Mary Bradley. Dr Samuel Chidekel,
Mrs. Dorothy Berg, Mrs. Geravise 5th.
-//
nettler, Becky Orphan, Stanley Ptak.
Dr. Walter Bjork, Agnes Barry, Joseph
Nebel, Mrs. Mitiam Potnick, Jamea
Mattes, Jewel Beifuss, Dorothy Ste-
vens, Carl Lieberman, Mrs. Pearl Jehn.
Alice Maresh, Mary Shannon, Madeline
-Sheridan. James Cunningham, Burton
Friedman, Ian Campbell, Constantine
Kiamos, Jacob Samuelson, Richard Gor-
nick, Mrs. Margaret Mailliard, Dr. Rus-
sel Koppa, John O'Hearn, Fred Body,
Mrs. Anna Egan.
John McCann, Dr. Phillip Carlin, An-
thony Pasko, Hugh McCartan, Salvatore
Vallina, Richard Wnek, Raymond Hoff-
man, Richard Niedvares, Michael Nick-
les, Theodore Hagensee, Dorothy Bren-
ner, John Kelly, John Cunnea, Dr. Mary
Batinich, Paul Redlich, James Burke,
Charles Esterhammer, Mrs. Sonja Bee-
var, Mrs. Mary Ryan, Clare DuBrock,
Donald Bayer, Arthur Shapiro, George
Swain, Andrew Hubbard, Edward Stan-
ton, Robert Konen, Robert McCabe, Ken-
neth Deiml, Mrs. Martha Cleveland,
Sheldon Rosen, Drew Walker, Seymour
Miller, Ben Ostrar. Dr.. Earl Borg, Carol
Anderson, Loretta Mulchay, Leroy Ha-
sen, David Heiberg and Gerald O'Con-
nor.
People in this first group have one
thing in common — they are all prncipals
of black elementary and black high
schools. Yet noae is black.
Since this is a comparative study we
need a second group, so let's use the
names f the black principals in black
schools. They are Alvin Boyd, Miss .
Anna Kotheim, Bernarr Dawson, Arsene
Boykins, Ernest Billups, Mrs. Mary
Saxton, Mrs. W. Gloria Williams, Mrs,
Carol Wooley, Mrs. Eileen Green, Mrs.
Louise Perez, Stephen Brown, Mrs.
Eloise Flory, Valcar Bowman, Alexander
Whitfield, Ned McCrary.
Nathaniel Blackman. Orphen Bryan,
Mrs. Marie Veazey, Daniel Caldwell,
Benjamin Terry, William Finch, Mrs.
Marcella Davis, Mrs. Hermese Roberts,
Charles Bournique, Joseph Lee, Mrs
Joan Wright, Richard Portee, Mrs. Pe-
nelope Robinson, Mrs. Ernestine Curry. -•
Mrs. Buleah Jones and Mrs. Emmerina--
• adoClaskston.
••••11
Last week we reviewed the schools •••••
racial statistics and noted that the en-
tire system has a black population of =
54.8 per cent. Blacks are no where near ••••
that percentage when it comes to taking
a headcount of the principals. The same
survey reveals that blacks in the este--
gory of principals total a measly 6.9 f.ei—•
cent. There are 29 black communities
which-have the power to almost double -.;••••'
the percentage of black principals. It is
these 29 communities wherein a vacancy =
in the principalship exists and under--
current guidelines, the local communl-N.,
ties have a part to play in the selection ..= -
of a person to fill the vacancy. The likely- -.=
hood of this occurring is increased by the
fact that the new list of candidates is
over 40 per cent blacks and candidates












































































































































































The militant street protests of the 1960's "cooled it"
in 1970 as political realism took hold of the nation's black
community.
The fears of right wing prophets of doom that these
United States would be torn asunder by thaukless blacks;
fears by moderates the pennypinching Nixon administration
was creating an economic Frankenstein against which
poor and hungry blacks would rebel, and hopes of leftists
for a coalition with disgruntled blacks fell by wayside as
blacks around the nation joined in the American birthright,
POLITICS.
More than 400 black candidates entered the political
arena in 1970. Some 200 of them — 50 per cent of the total
— won. The political significance of 1970 for blacks, is, as
the case has ever been, the political activity of the South-
land black.
Some 300 black candidates entered political races in
Dixie. At least 114 — More than a third of the total —
won races giving Southern blacks their greatest political
gain since Reconstruction.
Across the Southern United States, black candidates
were elected to such varied positions as probate judge,
school board member, mayor, prosecutor, city councilman,
alderman, state representative, state senator, and Con-
gressman, according to reports from the Joint Center for
Political Studies at Howard University.
A black was elected to Congress from the South for
the first time since Reconstruction. Democrat Parren Mit-
chell of Baltimore, a quiet college professor at Morgan
State, earned the distinction when he finished frontrunner
in Maryland's 7th Congressional District.
Two blacks were elected to the State Legislature of
Alabama, also a first for the group since Reconstruction.
And, in South Carolina, three blacks won seats in the State
Legislature, where blacks had not had representation since
1901.
The topper, however, was Cotton Plant, Arkansas, a
DEFENDER
Blacks moved ahead in politics during '7
ROBERT BLACh.1‘EI.I. CARL STOKES
town of 1,800 "niggers and crackers" elected 'black Em-
mitt J. Connelly as mayor.
Of greatest interest to the political scientist, the socio-
logist, the human relations expert, is the number and kind
of blacks who ran for office: the number who won but rep-
resents the temper of the American scene for black politi-
cal ascendary. Who would imagine just a bare decade ago
that the son of the former butler to Gov. Winthrop Rocke-
feller, Samuel Sparks, would, in 1970, seek election to Ar-
kansas State Senate on the same ticket with the governor?
What happened in the Old South is 'symbolic. But it
was only part of a larger story. Politics has become a way
of life for black Americans, far more so than protests
and demonstrations.
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3ut if the South has flourished pirlitically, what of the
North and East and West?
'The Atlanta meeting of the National League of Cities
this month listed a Black Caucus roster of almost unbe-
lievable magnitude in black politics.
Mayor Carl Stokes of Cleveland; Mayor Kenneth Gib-
son of Newark; Mayor Robert Blackwell of Highland Park,
Mich.: Mayor Douglas Dollarhide of Compton, Calif.; Coun-
cilman Stanley Anderson of Washington, D.C.; City Coun-
cil President Elijah Perry of Camden, N.J.; Mayor A.
Price Woodard of Wichita; Councilman Floyd W. Pettie
of Colorado Springs; and Councilman Sam Smith of Seat-
tle. The list is unending. But of greater significance is
that neither black nor white America knows the exact
'MISS UNCF' AT LeMOYNE-OWEN —
Joyce Marie Blackburn, of 489 E. Dison, a
junior at LeMoyne-Owen, is the college's
new Miss UNCF. She will appear in the
National Miss UNCF Pageant in Atlanta
next month. Miss Blackburn raised $740 for
the United College Fund campaign and
-
four other contestants (Gloria Jean Lee,
Claudia Canada, Mary Ferguson and Glen-
nie (,lover) reported $573.20 for an overall
total of $1,313.20. Miss Blackburn is the
daughter of Mrs. Vivian Blackburn and
Clarence Blackburn.
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RALPH METCALFE MAYOR DALEY
number of blacks elected officials serving the national in-
terest.
But the protests and demonstrations of the 1960S must
not be discounted. They most certainly undermined the
old political paternalism, turning it, instead, toward a rea-
listic evaluation of the problems to be faced in the na-
tion's political future.
Chicago, scene of some of thd nation's worst riors7
scene of the infamous 1968 Democratic National Conven-
tion and the subsequent Conspiracy 7 trials, is perhaps a
fair barometer of the changing scene, the new look in
American politics.
Although there is still an aura of political bigotry OS
questions of racial justice and dissent, there are over
whelming signs that lessons have been learned front the
confrontations of the Sixties. And because Mayor Richard
J. Daley is still King Richard of Chicago politics, thes e,
positives signs can only imply that Daley himself has pond-
ered the events of the past, evaluated their effects upon-.
the present, and postulated their implications of the
ture.
That he has done so is evident in his public utterancesi.
ON YOUTH: "The youth question why a nation which
can land on the moon, cannot clear a slum, end a war,
erase discrimination, and do it right now. We must enlist
the enthusiasm and idealism of young people . . ." ON.
VIET NAM: 'There must be an end to the Viet Nein,
war. Not only to end killing and destruction but because
the $80 billion we spend for defense is a waste of re'
sources a misallocation of our wealth and the prime
cause of inflation .
ON CIVIL RIGHTS: "Our priorities must stem from
the aspirations of blacks and other minorities. We must
end racism. We must erase the intolerable discrimination.
which denies opportunity and dignity because of a man's
color
Whether or not this new public image is that of a new
Daley or an enlightened old Daley is a matter for conjec-
ture. What is important is the new public image a ti d
the support Daley himself lends to that image; the new
public images of the white political hierarchy around the
nation has given impetus to black political aspirations.
But the Nixen administration must also be given back-
handed credit for the upsurge of black political hope. It is
reasonably clear that many blacks have been supported
by the white Democratic power structure in protest of the
Republican administration, while many others have re-
ceived support because it is time for blacks to get into
the political stream as equals.
The Democratic Party of Illinois, once the political ene;
my of the black man, has made an about-face in the 109
years since its titular head, Sen. Stephen Dougls, was
entombed at 35th st. and the IC tracks. An accelerated
progress for the black politician can be,,,s es),(0,e(pected within
the next decade, more and more o hem became
powers within the party, and fewer and fe r join 11*
ranks of the present Republican regressiveness. • -
Too, the demography of the American city — espe-
cially Chicago — can expect to have its effect upon the
grow,h of black politics. The increasing numbers of blacks
within the city's confines can be expected to lead to
greater participation in politics. This, in itself, will lead to
an expanded black political base. But more important wilt
be the expected coalition between the black city politician
and the white suburban politician, a coalition coming is
- the direct result of white suburbia's need for the city, and




GREENSBORO, N. C. —
The teaching)f driver and
safety education entered the
computer age at A&T State
University when the univer-
sity was presented a $28,000
driver simulation machine by
the All-State Insurance Com-
pany of Northbrook. Ill.
According to Dr. Isaac
Barnett director of safety
education at A&T, the facili-
ty is one of the few of its
kind in the state for the
teaching of driver educa-
tion. $
"This maching records
driving errors and a digital
computer so the teacher will
know exactly what mistakes
are made and when they
are made." said Barnett.
Barnett said the facility
will be used in the prepara-
tion of teachers of driver and
safety education. The ma-
chine is similar to the link
trainer used by the National
Aeronautics • and Space Ad-
ministration ( N A SA) to
provide realistic pre-flight
training experiences for the
astronauts.
Barnett said the major
airline companies also use a
similar machine to teach
prospective pilots.
He said the A&T machine
will be primarily used to
develop perception in traffic.
"This machine can actually
sel up a more realistic situa-
tion practicing in a automo-
bile," added Barnett.
With the new machine, a
—..„steacher can instruct from
eight to 16 students at the
same time. "There is ab-
solutely no way to fool this
machine," said Barnett.
mits one of the driving er-
rors, a light will come '',On
immediately." That way,
both the student and the
teacher will know that sortie-
thing is wrong."
The machine was present-
et to A&T this morning by
Ralph J. Jackson, manager
of the driver education MC-
tion at All-State.
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 1971
Contempora
May the Peace of God
abide with you and yours
during this New Year and
may that elusive Brother-
hood and love come to us
all". Me to You.
Wedtkag Nuptials. . . the
Holiday Season was beauti-
fully campimented by wed-
dings and among those
pledging troths were bye
ElaMe 1.incoln and William
Rufus Godfrey at the Em•
mime' Episcopal Churc h.
Her illustrious author
father. Dr. C. Eric Lincoln
came down from New York
('.ty to give her away. She's
the daughter of Mrs. Rich-
ard Reeves. And Joyce Ann
Cochran and groom Ronald
Adolphus Miller were com-
plimented with a wedding
reception by he r parents,
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Coch-
rane. His parents are the
Clifford Millers.
Saturday was the pledging
day for ForestSee Brownlee
and Willie Alton Leonard at
the Morning Star M:ssionary
Baptist Church. Her parents,
Mr. a n d Mrs. Thomas
Brownlee feted them with a
reception at their home on
Eldridge Avenue.
Models who took part in the Tea and Fashion Show held
to raise money to aid the needy at Christmas were, Mrs.
Morris A Baker, Mrs. Ernestine Martin and Mrs. Brads-
field, Mrs. Delois King. Miss King makes her own dresses.
Jackson 5 on tour
in Southeast States
HOLLYWOOD — The Jack-
son 5, Motown's supper star
quintet, is currently on a
Concert tour in the South-
east states of this country.
The sensational young
Singers opened Dec. 27 in.
Charlotte, N. C The follow-
ing night they "broke things
up" in Greensboro. N. C. .
Moving down the line, the
boys played a date in Nash-
ville, Tenn., Dec. 29 and
will perform a concert in
Jacksonville. Fla. Dec. 30.
After r e.st i n g up New
Year's Day, the q it n te t
moves 'onto • Miami Beach.
Fla.. Jan. 2, mid will close
out the current tour by ap-
pearing in Mobile. Ala. on
Jan. 3.
Aside from their outstand-
ing singing talents steeped
in a rich pop and soulful
background. '1'he .1-5' dem-
oastrate an incomparable
choreography to accompany
each number they pre•ent
concert.
Their antics are so im-
pressive that ot he r ix) p
.groups around the world are
ithitating the group's presen.
tation and adding dance rou-
tines to their performances.
The impact with which
the Jackson 5 have impress-
ed and hypnotized the pub-
lic is best measured in the
respect and admiration that
they have gained from,
youngsters of all ages.
Currently riding the crest
of their three-million p.lus
•Xel ling single. "I'll He
There," their million-selling
albums. -Jackson 5 Third"
and "Jackson 5 Christmas."
he popular young singe'
are consistently at the top of
the list among the country 's
singing groups and have be-
come unfaltering heroes •in
the eyes of their fans around
the world.
It was a candlelit cere-
mony Sunday evening for
Carol Marie Thompson and
C. P. Payne, Jr., The young
pair recited their vows be-
fore her foster father, Elder
Blair s. Hunt, at the Mis•
s:ssippi Boulevard Christian
Church of which he is pas-
tor.
Holiday sounds . . . . the
Rubaiyats, Inc., gaee their
Yuletide Revelry in the
Skyway of the Sheraton-
Peabody Hotel.
Rubaiyats adding their own
touches of glitter and gla-
mour to the tun occasion
were Peggy (Mrs. Harper)
Brewer, prexy of the group.
Gloria (Mrs. Wiltam) Ward,
Doris Walls, Lorene (Mrs.
horn) Buford, Lavonia (Mrs.
Clifford) D e berry, Clara
( Mrs. Sylvester) Ford.
Helen Green, Norma, Mims,
Clara Parker, Emma (Mrs.
('ommodore) P ri m o us,
Jewel (Mrs. Ike. Walker,
Carol ( Mrs. Clifford) Stock-
ton and Hazel (Mrs. Ned)
Mims.
And the Siks of Memphis
also chose the Skyway- for
their champagne cocktail
party. H a nd some Sikhs
greeting their guests were
James Swearengen. presi-









Other members of this
suave set are Henry Exam,
Turner Gilmore, Jr., Thad.
dues Horne, Nathaniel Jack-
son, Jimmy McNeely, How'
Afird Robertson, and Pedro
Suarez.
The Pats Bridge tossed a
holiday patty in the Red
Room of the Sheraton-Motor
Inn.
Pats are Thelma Miller,
Hazel Lee, Molly Fields,
Euralia I M r s . ('harles)
Fletcher. Wilheimein (Mrs.
Charles) Thompson, Lucy
Jackson. Barite !Mrs. Han-
nibal) Parks, Ethel (Mrs.
George) Isabel and Shirley
(Mrs. Leroy) Johnson.
The men of Alpha Phi Al-
pha Fraternity chose the
Flame on Outer Drive for
their"Christmas party.
A Ph! Aers and their
Metro Plaza overcomes problems
EDITORS NOTE: This is
the second in a three part
series on the Metro Shop-
ping Plaza. In this series
we are exploring the prob-
lems encountered and t h e
history behind the shopping
center.
Last week we explored
the birth of the idea behind
Metro Shopping Center: its
early beginnings and the
financial problems faced.
This series takes a chrono-
logical look at the de*lop-
ment of Freedom Center.
Accordingly, in June 1968.
the Metro-Memphis Devel-
opment Compa ny was
chartered as a Local Devel-
opment Company, with the
long-range objective of hone-
fitting the community by im-
proving social and econo-
mic conditions, and the im-
mediate objective of develop-
ing the Freedom Center
Shopping Plaza. The Edu-
cational Committee for Busi-
oess Opportunity. Inc.. a
non-profit foundation, was
chartered concurrently for
the purpose of receiving
grants specifically desig-
nated for training and for
other special purposes.
Interest in the' Center
among business men has
been characterized by sup-
port and financial commit-
ments. The Memphis Are.,
Chamber 01 Com men
staged fund-rasing meeting
and publicized the proje,
through its publuc relaticc -
counsel, Harshe•Rotman and
Druck. I nc orporated.. It
se as through the Chamber
that a feature article
about the Center appeared
in the • New York Time,.
Both the Retail Merchants
Association and the Down-
town Associatio5 participated
in f und-raising activities
and made commitments to
aid in the training program
for Freedom Center em-
players. T h e National
Business League contitmed
its support of the project
by providing the services
of Project Outreach -offices
and staf f. Additicually
Berkeley Burrell made sev-
eral trips to Memphis in
order to publicize the proj-
ect. Several prominent Mem-
phis h u sinessmen. white
and black, serve as di-
Wigs by
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14 North Main 527-3619
rectors on the boards of
both t h e Metro-Memphis
Development Company and
ihe Educational Committee •
for Business Opportunities,
Inc.
Early in 1969. The Equi-
table Life Assurance So-
ciety of the United States,
through local representa-
tives, expressed interest in
the Freedom Center plan.
The Company had support-
ed a similar venture in
Miami arid was interested in
locating another project as
part of its commitment to-
inority e ntrepreneurship.
In August, 1969, the Metro-
Memphis De v e lo p m ent
Company received notifica-
tion that Equitable had
approved a mortgage loan
on Freedom Center in the
amount of $500,000 for a
term of 20 years, with -in-'
terest at 8 per cent, payable
in monthly installments.
As s tat ed previously,
SBA loans require that the
local community give evi-
dence of support for a proj-
ect by forming a local deve-
lopment company which must
assure a percentage of the
cost of the project. Metro-
Memphis offered stock to the
public through a black
broker in order to raise the
10 per cent requirement.
The price per share was set
at $5 to insure . that the
project would have broad
participation, e s pe c ially
among members of the
black community. The stock
offerings was registered in
Tennessee effective October
23, 1968. Several attempts
were made to generate in-
terest in the project among
members of the Memphis
business community. The
Downtown Association was
involved in the project as
early as June 1968. Stock
sales, after an initial spurt,
flagged. aud in December
1968 a tund raising meeting
held by Mr. Lawrence
Wade was attended by only
seven people. In February.
another attempt to gain
support of local businessmen
was e n dorsed by the
Left to right...Mrs. Annie B. Robertson,
mother of Audfrey Robertson, sixth place
winner; Mrs. Maggie B. Roberts mother om
Paul Anthony Roberts, fifth place winner;
Mrs .Earl Wooden, grandmother of Bridget
Wooden, tenth place winner; Mrs. Eddie
Clifton mother of Eddie Clifton, Jr., seventh
Chamber of Commerce, the
Downtown Association, and
by the Mayor who cited as •
mates imbuing themselves
with the season's delights
were George Brown, Presi-
dent; Eldridge Williams,
George Clark, William Hawk-
ins. Kenneth Cole, Harper
Brewer, George Watkins,
Charles Sueing, Johnny Wat-
son, Willie E. Lindsey, Jr.,
Wallace Wilburn, Jr., Joseph
Westbrook, George Robin-
son, W. T. McDaniel, Fred-
rick Letcher, 'F. W. North.
cross, Fred Rivers, W. 0.
Speight, Jr., Harold Winfrey,
Robert Howse, Edward
Reed, A. A. Letting, George
Cox, Walter Mlartin, Jr.,
William Robertson, Walter
Evans, James Swearengeu,
Charles Patterson, a n d
James Smith.
Other active brothers are
John Strong, Clarence
Christian, William Mantis,
Spencer Smith, Charles Pink
ston, Harold Ford, John
Ford, R. S. Lewis, Robert
Woodard, Ben Pete, J. .
Patterson, Jr., Edison Mor
rison, Aaron Powell, Melvin
'ruggle, Freddie Cris s.
James Nelton, Aubrey Turn
.er, George Cowser, Ernest
Young, Joe Young, Thomas
Perkins, D. J. Thomas,
Overffs Wilson and Roscoe
Overton.
Lakeview Community
an advantage the fact that
the project would improve 'ale
image of the City. This
meeting wa s w e II at-
tended and pledges totaling
865.000 were secured. By
April 1969. of a total stock
offering of $250.000. 8100,000
was subscribed by approxi-
mately 400 people.
By Auguat 1969, several
prospective tenants were
commited to locate in the
center including a large
supermarket, a department
store, and several small
retail businesses, most of
them /black owned. Both
SBA and Equitable had com-
mitted loans, stock sales
were 75 per cent subscrib-
ed, and architectural plans
had been submitted. Timed
to coincide with the annual
convention of the NBL held
in Memphis. groundbreaking
for the Freedom Center
Shopping Plaza took place
on August 22, 1969.
place winner; Mrs. Joyce Holliday, mother
of Kimberly Holliday, eighth place winner;
and Mrs. Mary Richmond. mother of Luella
Annette Richmond, ninth place winner.
Standing: Paul Anthony Roberts, Bridget
Wooden, and Kimberly Holliday.
21 blacks complete
management course
GREENSBORO N. C. —
A group of 21 black busi-
nessmen received certificates
for having scucessfully com-
pleted a 12-week course that
covered phases of small
business management.
The businessmen complet-
ed the Management Develop-
ment Institute conducted in
the state primarily for small
businessmen and directed
faced by black businessmen
and women. The institute
was conducted by Manage-
ment Development Inc. of
Chapel Hill, an extension of
The Executive Program at
the University of Nor th
Carolina.
The faculty for the institute
was primarily leading busi-
nessmen, industrialists and
financial people from the
Greensboro area.
The institute was co-spon-
sored by Management De-
velopment Inc., A&T State
University and the Greens-
boro Chamber of Commerce.
The institutes are held
across the state. The Cham-
ber of Commerce has spon-
sored a number in Greens-
boro.
Certificates were present-
ed by Management Develop-
ment Institute and the
Chamber and A&T Fniver
sity.
The graduation banquet
was held* at Quality Courts.
Central with Art Weiner, a
vice president of Burlington
Industries, presiding.
Speakers were Dr. Sidney
B. Evans, chairman of the
economics department at
A&T University; Dr. Sam
Buie, director of community
relations at A&T. and Wil-
liam Little, executive direc-
tor of the Greensboro Chain
ber.
The 12-week course cover
ed almost every area of busi-
ness management including
personnel managemeni, gen-
eral management and re
cords management
Customers are buying and
Saving more at.
ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY
2319 Lamer Ave. Ph. 321-4577
• Ultra Sheen-Hair Strait,
• Everything in beauty supplier
• Name brand merchandise






















The Greater Lakeview Community Civic Club spreaded
Christmas cheer by giving baskets to some of their neighbors
This one qf the many reasons why the club is being put into
action again: We have put on a membership drive with cards
issued to those taking part, and as it has been stated before
in some of our communications, our boundry lines are High-
way 61 on the West. Tulane Rd. on the East, Shelby Dr. on
the North, and Holmes Rd. on the South. The boundary is
extended two miles in either direction if there are any persons
in this area interested in the club. Our next meeting will be
held on the fourth Tuesday in January which is the 28th..-aT
January. All meetings thereafter will be held on the fourth
Tuesday in each month unless otherwise stated. Attorney *Us
lie Lee Clark presided at the last meeting. He is presealliZ
First Vice-President of the club.
•
Your assistance is greatly needed in an efOrt to abort
the wave of house breakings-in in our neighborhood. Letters.
were sent to Mayor Loeb and Police Chief Henry Lux. Thiy,
have given us faVorable assurance that all will be done to try
to protect our homes and, property from this type of crime,
Your help is needed, you must get involved.
The President Czolgus Colman has been in the hospIrg.
for two days having blood transfusions. He is up at home taxi
doing a little better. He and Mrs. Coleman had as house
guest during the holidays his nephew Czolgus A. Evans. his
wife the former „Sandra Pratt of New Orleans, La. and their
young son Kevin Evans all from Houston, Texas, They Will
return to New Orleans to spend New Years with their families
who reside in New Orleans. Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Ford were-
visited by their daughter and son-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Clarcnc,.
Branch and family from Piermont New York. ,
The President and members want to thank Mrs. Carr the
head of the cake drive' and all who took part in the cake
sale. They would also like to thank Mrs. Alfred McWilliams
who was head of the membership drive for doing such a good
job and increasing our membership. Persons who brought in
the most new members in this drive were Mr. Argel Oatis,
Mrs. Eldora Amos, Mrs. Virginia Coleman, and Mrs. Carr.
Mrs. McWilliams has been in the hospital having plastic surge-
ry done, but is out and at home doing well. She and Reverend
McWilliams have their daughter and her guests home from
school for the holidays.
We hope that you will notice the roads leading, off ol Horn
Lake Rd. to your homes for there will be permanent signs
to give pertinent information in regard to future meeting.,
which will be held on every fourth. Tuesday of the month. We
hope that you will get the news to Mrs. C.S. Cook, 251 Wash-
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Most teams will have to
wait until the end of Febru-
ary to appraise their sea-
sons. With two months re-
maining in the current bas-
lethal' campaign the Mem-
phis State cagers have as
"mired themselves of a better
finish than last season's dis-
mal 8-20 record. Coach Gene
Bartow the replacement for
-the ousted Moe lba, has
guided his new look Tigers
to a most auspicious start.
Classified Ads
WANTED
Pert-time Radio Newsman. Mostly
week-ends. Writing and announcing.
Radio news experience preferred,
Equal Opportunity Employer
Reply to; News Director
F. 0, Box 248
!demob's. Tenn. 38101
JOB OPPORTUNITY
Commission, Dealers needed to sell
slim-Gym. Cell for information.
Mr Bucker 663-4591
WANTED — AUTO PARTS
Front Fenders, Hood, Grill • n 41
Bumper for 1966 Chevrolet. Pay $100
Cacti 438-8562.
BANK REPOS
U WORK U RIDE
IF QU lED
'64 BUICK LeSabre ....$480
'56 Gal 500 cony, auto Sass
'68 FAIRLANE 4-8K-1980
66 CHEVELLE H.T. . 5486
'66 T-Bird-Loaded —51000
'09 MACH I--alr  511150
65 IMPALA CONY. ..-$750
68 TORIN0p-pwr. air $12410
'66 PONT.-HT loaded saga






January marks the begin-
ning of the second half of the
School year as well as the
NEW YEAR. It's a good time
to shop for "back-to-school-
again" clothes at my favorite
store .....ears.
Even though my son is cot-
age now, I still can't re-
sist browsing through the little
lawys (3-6%) department, just
to. keep up with what's new.
pnring my last visit I noticed
that. they are carrying a Win-
are-the-Pooh collection of
Youngster's clothes that are
simply elegant. These clothes
feature rich textured corduroy
slacks' in plains and plaids,
rally-back jeans with soil re-
lease and self-belted slacks.
And shirts. -Do they have
shirts? There's really exciting
array including such styles as
racer stripes, turtle and mock
turtle necks, and the white ox-
ford ones even have the soil
release feature. The selection
in styles and colors is great ...
you can have one of the most
"debonair dressed little guys"




Of course, I don't Want you
to think that I only visit the
little boys' department, really
I look at the little girls' (3-(rX)
clothes, too. You know, I tine
a young niece, and those Win-
me.the•Pooli folks didn't for.
act about her either. There arc
beautiful dresses in solids. plaid
stripes and in many cute color
combinations. And (or those
youngster's who call wear pants
to school, there are designer
co-ordinates with bonded knit
flared bottom pants and
matching tops. Designs and
colors so lovely, it almost
colors so lovely. it almost
makes you want to be a little
girl again ... just so you can
wear them.
There's another important
feature that. makes me envy
today's young mothers and
that's, PERMA-PREST
clothes. Today's top designers
dresses, slacks, shirts and knits
are all PERMA-PREST clothes.
These are so easy to wash,
tumble-dry and wear again ..
I wish I'd had PERMA PREST
garments when my youngeter
was growing up. Honestly, I
look for PERMA-PREST In all
kinds of clothes I get at Sears.




SPARS, R9EIllICK ANO CO
Memphis State came off a
three game holiday road
swing to California and
Nevada and hiked its record
to 9-2 with a 69-57 ,Missouri
Valley opener over North
Texas State before a Mid-
South Coliseum crowd of
10,752 last Saturday night.
MSU rooters have turned
out to support the Tigers
after declining attendance
then last three season. The
huge throngs have included
a much larger segment of
the black community. Two
of the Tiger stalwarts are
Larry Finch and Ronnie
Robinson, sophomore start-
ers from Melrose. Finch tops
the MSU scorers while
Robinson, a 6-8 jumping
jack, not only leads his
team in rebounding, but is
listed among the top three
leapers in the rugged MVC.
Robinson put together his
best night of the young sea-
son against North Tex-as,
scoring 22 points, 15 better
than his season average,
and setting a school record
with 24 reboungs. The fan-
tastic board work erased the
old MSU mark of 23 held by
four players including team-
mate James Douglas,
TOUCH ROAD AHEAD
Coach Bartow has tried to
caution fans not be be too
optimistic and get carried
away with the Tigers' early
success. The tough Valley
opponents are waiting in
the wings to give Memphis
State the acid test. While the
win over NTSU was a good
way to open in the MVC the
Eagles didn't figure to be
among the frontrunners. •
The Tigers will be hard
pressed to keep theiç spot-
less record at home after
seven consecutive triumphs.
Bradley was carded for
Thursday of this week with
tough Louisville scheduled to
round off a hectic week for
the Tigers with an invasion
tonight at the Coliseum.
Both Bradley and Louisville
were rated in pre-season
polls as contenders for high-
ly regarded Drake. MSU
plays St. Joesph (Indiana'
at the Coli sett m next
Wednesday. It will be the
only action for the weary
Tigers who will have played
six times in two weeks.
VISITORS NIP LEMOYNE
Coach Jerry Johnson, who
has managed a high degree
of consistency in paying old
debts when LeMoyne-Owen
fores hit the Bruce Hall
hardwood, didn't Come up
with the correct collateral
against Shaw-Lutheran as
the visitors from Detroit
eluded the Magicians for the
second time in less than a
week with an 8)-77 win here
last Saturday night.
L-0 was upended in the
Christmas Classic in Chicago
by Texas Southern after ad-
vancing to the semi-finals
with a victory over Xavier of
New Orleans. The road trip
ended last Wednesday with
a defeat in the Motor City
by Shaw. L-0 hopes to re-
gain that home floor edge
Monday night agaiast Dil-
lard of New Orleans.
PROS FACE BRISKER
If you weren't among that
exciting crowd of better then
4,000 which came out to
cheer the Memphis Pros to
a thrilling come from behind
narrow victory over the
Pittsburgh Co n dors last
week don't miss the rematch
tomorrow (S unda y) after-
noom at 2:30 p.m. The Con-
dors are champing at the bit
to avenge the setback to the
Pros who put on a miracu-
lous rally to push their win-
ning streak to five. John
Brisker, who wag the game's
top scorer with 36, had just
about single handedly bomb-
ed the Pros into submission.
The fans turned the Pros
Oil with their partisan sup-
port. The crowd reaction
was a good sign that the
financially troubled ABA
quintet may have, a home
in the Bluff City after all.
The management immediate-
ly announced that a two for
one night would be ia effect
for the game earlier this
week with the Indians)
Pacers. The promotion would
entitle a ticket purchaser
to bring a guest to the
game free. The Pros are in
third place trailing Western
leader Utah by five games.
Lerone Bennett. Jr. of Chi-
cago, senior editor of Ebony
magazine and a well-known
author and lecturer, has ac-
cepted an invitation to deliv-
er the annual National Negro
History Week address, Feb.
12, at LeMoyne-Owen C o 1-
lege.
President Odell H or ton
said the public is invited to
hear Mr. Bennett. He is
scheduled to speak at 10:30
a.m. in Bruce Hall.
Mr. Bennett, who has at-
tracted national attention as
an editor, author and speak-
er, is a native of Clarksdale,
Miss. He attended public
schools in Jackson, Miss.
and earned his undergradu-
ate degree at Morehouse Col-
lege in. Atlanta.
He also studied at Atlanta
University and was awarded
the honorary doctor of let-
ters degree by Morehouse in
1965.
Before becoming s e n io r
editor of Ebony in 1958, Mr.
Bennett worked as a report-
er and later as city editor
for the Atlanta Daily world,:
associate editor of JET magH
azine and associate editor of
Ebony.
Coretta King is 10th
on the admired list
Mrs. Martin Luther King,
Jr. ranks tenth in a national
magazine survey of the




actress Diahann Carroll were
runners-up in the pool, which
will appear in the current'
(January) issue of Good
Housekeeping.
Irs. Rose Kennedy was
U., d into the top position by
readers for her strength in
the face of great personal
losses. Mrs. Ethel Kennedy,
the widow of Robert F. Ken-
nedy, placed fourth.
Mrs. Dwight D. Eisen-
hower was named second
and Patricia Neal, who was
honored with first place last
year, was third.
The wives of the Apollo 13
Astronauts (Mrs. James A.
Lovell, Jr. and Mrs. Fred
Buy U.S.
Bonds
W. Heise, Jr.) were named
to fifth position followed by
the nation's first lady, Mrs.
Richard M. Nixon.
Also included among the
top ten were author Pearl
S. Buck, Premier Golda Meir
and actress Helen Hayes who
ranked seventh, eight and
ninth, respectively.
Readers' comments prove
that the qualities they based
their choices upon were the
courage that carried these
women through personal
crises and the insight re-
quisite to social conscious-
ness.
"They have a quiet cour-
age and beauty that appeal
to me," wrote one reader.
And another, "These women
Get Trim
recognize certain injustices
or needs in this world." •
The poll was conducted
among a sampling of 1000
members of Good House-
keeping's consumer panel.
The women were asked to
choose the people they con-
sidered most outstanding
from a lest of 31 prominent
Women.
Among the other runners-
up were Dr. Joyce Brothers,
Bernadette Devlin, Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi, Mrs.
Lyndon B. Johnson, Dr. Mar-
garet Mead, and Mrs. Jac-
queline Kennedy Onassis,
who slipped from nineteenth







"World's Easiest Method (all 683-4591
of Active Exercise"
Call For Free Gift
HAD IT WITH HEAT CURED TOBACCOS?
Discover 1000 0 fresh-air-cured tobaccos
DEFENDER Page p
Mr. Bennett, recognized as
an expert on A fr i c a and
black history, is the author
of several publications, in-
cluding "Before the M a y-
flower: A History of the Ne-
gro in America, 1619-1966,"
"The Negro Mood," "What
Manner of Mm: A Biogra-
phy of Martin Luther King
Jr ." "Confrontation: Black
and White," "Black Power
USA, The Human Side of
Reconstruction, 1 8 67-1877,"
and "Pioneers in Protest."
Mr. Bennett's poems, short
stories and articles have ap-
peared in the pages of many
periodicals. His books have
been translated into French.
German. Japanese, Swedish
and Arabic.
He has traveled in 'Europe
and .Africa and lectured in
colleges and universities and
before audiences in all sec-
tions of the country.
In racial situations
Understanding is
'name of the game
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.
— When everything else is
said about today's racial sit-
uation, the foundation for all
improvement lies in mutual
undentard;ng.
And rnderstanding is the
name of the game at the
new Black Cultural Center
at Purdue University.
The center was dedicated
this mewl after many wecks
of work by Purdue officials
and students. Now officially
open to everyone in the uni-
versity community, the real
work is yet to come.
Dr. Singer A. Buchanan,
Purdue's c 00 rdinator of
black s t udent programs,
looks at the center this way:
"Black people and white
people can talk among
themselves for years and
years, but what really can
be accomplished? The only
real way to accomplish any-
thing is for these same peo-
ple to talk to each other and
to learn to understand. each
other. Basically, that's what
we hope to foster at the
center."
With that in mind, says
Buchanan, the Black Cultur-
al Center is more than a so-
cial and educational facility
for Purdue's black students.
Hopes are that the programs
will provide something for
everyone, black and white,
who wants to take part.
The programs at the cen-
ter, though just getting
underway, will relate large-
ly to the black experience
— black literature, drama,
music and thought. Informal
discussion will play a large
part in most of the pro-
grams.
A weekly program that be-
gan earlier in the year is
called "Reflections." A stu-
dent or member of the staff
talks about black literature,
reads the portions he feels
relevant, and then opens the
program to a discussion of
the author and his work. .
All of the programs, and
all of the operations of the
center, are the province of
the center's policy board.
The board is made up of 11
elected or appointed students
three staff and faculty mem-
bers and two members
named from the Greater
Lafayette community. .
ious to make the project
one that would involve :.as
many segments of the atlt-
munity as possible," Buchan-
an says. "From the very
beginning the goals of the
program have been estab-
lished by many people, so
nothing is the work of one
individual." • •
During the last academic
year the black students at
Purdu edrew up and approv-
ed a charter for the opera-
tions and goals of the „sal-
ter. This charter is now-W-




program the board Jeers
would make a contribeSion
to the over-all goal The-re-
modeled two-story houseaa
a large library, a loam,
kitchen facilities, an
purpose room complete Os*
a stage and other theatrieid
accourtements, study and
meeting rooms, and a apt-
'cial area set aside for any'-
one who wants a place to,14
alone for a while.
Magicians
Two more home games are on the
LeMoyne-Owen College Magicians Jan-
uary basketball schedule.
They face Mississippi Industrial
College of Holly Springs on Monday,
Jan. 11, and University of Tennessee
at Martin on Jan. 26. Both games will
be played in Bruce Hall, starting at
8 p. m.
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH MIDTOWN
1232 E SHELBY DRIVE
EAST
5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
Opp, 24 HRS.PEN A DAY CLOSED SUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity'
U.S.D.A. Choice
HEAVY BEEF ROAST
Duncan Hines White, Yellow, Lemon
3-total limit or Devils Food
Cake Mix 18 1/2..3/95 e
Kelly's 15 iv Can
Chili W/Beans 2/45C
Heinz Chicken Noodle
4 total limit or Chicken W/Rice
Soup 10Y2 oz. 2/25$
Seald Sweet Florida Frozen Concentrate
3-Limit
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Eight games on foreign soil are -
store for the Magician during tit-
month of January. They were due 41.
Rust, Jan. 6, and will be at Belmont.,
Jan. 9; U. T. Martin, Jan. 14; K n Glow
ville, Jan. 18; Miles, Jan. 20; Rettig',
Jan. 23; CBC, Jan. 28, and Tougaloo,
Jan. 30:
Prices on the ad effective noorf; Jan. 5th.
midnight thio. Jan. 13th. We reserve the
right to limit ouantities. None solo to dealers.
Del-Monte
Pears-Halves 16oz 330













20 oz. Btl. 32c
Orange Drink 46 07.3/1E00
Shield's
18 oz.




With this coupOn and 5.00 additional
Purchase IntClUdIng value of coupon
rnerCI0and15411 (fresh milk products anti-
Freeze and tobacco excluded in con,
pliance with state law). Coupon expires
noon .ianuary 13, I971
One Coupon per Family per week.
Age 10 DEFENDER
A massive assault by two U. S. Presidents on the civil
;.ights of 167 black soldiers has been swept so far under his-
tory's rug that few Americans — black, brown or white —
have ever heard of the episode, John D. Weaver reveals in
The Brownsville Raid: The Story of America's Black Drey-
fus Affair," which has just been published by W. E. Norton
A FEW WEEKS ago I mentioned the names of & Co., New York.
everal bright young actresses who as a result of "Aside from its fascination as an exciting mystery story,"
heir appearances on television are now well On their
Weaver says,"the stor • o theBrownsville soldiers is of
great historical importance. Its political repercussions mark a
yay to stardom. While most had gained acting ex- watershed in the development of black power, but two genera-
Thence in off-Broadway productions, small bits in lions of historians, biographers and encyclopedists have
movies were also listed among their credits 
virtually' ignored the affair. It's an excellent example of the
need for black studies departments."
The incident took place in Brownsville. Texas, on a hot
summer night in 1906 when three companies of black soldier,
were stationed at the old Mexican War fort on the edge of
town. Around midnight, just two weeks after the arrival of
the black battalion, shots rang out in the dark corridor
separating the town and the fort.
The soldiers assumed they' were being attacked by a local
mob inflamed by talk of the attempted rape of a white wom-
an who Dad identified her assailiant as a black man in an I
Army uniform. At the same time the townspeople jumped to I
the conclusion that black soldiers were attacking the town...be-
cause some of them had been assaulted by white men.
At the end of the 10-minute shooting spree, a young white 1
man lay dead, a police official had been wounded and an
angry mob had formed in the center of the town demandin:.i
punishment of the black soldiers. All of the soldiers signed
sworn statements proclaiming their Innocence, but from the out
set the War Department took their guilf for granted.
The men were confronted with an ultimatum from Pre,
dent Theodore Roosevelt: They must either tell what the,
knew about the raid or they would he summarily dismissed
from the Army. The men insisted they had nothing to tell.
The President made good on his threat. By a stroke of his pen
he discharged the men of all three companies.
The excutive order dismissing the black soldiers withow
honor — and without any sort of public hearing — was car
ried out by Secretary of War William Howard Taft, who wa,
Roosevelt's hand-picked successor. Outraged blacks wer e
urged to take their vengeance at the polls, and they did
More blacks voted against Taft in 1908 than had ever voteil
against any Republican Presidential •candidate. The bitter cam-
paign pitted the loyalist forces of Booker T. Washington
against those of W. E. B. DuBois who voted for Bryan and
predicted the eventual shift of the black vote to the Democra-
tic column.
"They lived and died in the black man's limbo," Weaver,
writes of the Brownsville soldiers. "Alive, they were denied
the equity of the white man's justice and, dead, the vindica-J
lion of his Jim' Crow history. 
'
One of the first readers of "The Brownsville Raid" (hel
read the book in manuscript) was Ronnie Dugger, publisher'
and editor of "The Texas Observer."
"In our moral intelligence we know that American history
is, as John Weaver says, the white man's 'Jim Crow history," •
Dugger has written. "There is a large, hard work to be
done, righting this. In 'The Brownsville Raid,' Weaver has ;
done more of it than most historians ever will. His book teach-
es those of us who didn't know it which includes me, and I
dare say includes most of us — that Teddy Roosevelt com-
mitted one of the most blatant racist injustices in the history
of our all-white Presidency. .
"weaver's book redresses, if a book can, a grievo,,
wrong (among the uncountable grievous wrongs) against the
blacks in our received history. It is a text for the new Black
Studies programs and an example for every historian, white or
black, of (fitment seekimi after the moral realities of histor,i..
few
. STILL IT TOOK working before the camera for
he small screen to bring forth the full force of their
-cling ability to the public. One good role in a TV
.'rama can often do more fo'r a potential star than a
'ozen Broadway shows. For one thing, ticket prices in
Jew York are almost prohibitive when it comes to
-ost. But the poorest person often owns a TV set and
; therefore able to see stars they never dreamed of
eeing before.
DIAHANN CARROLL IS a perfect example. Al-
'tough she starred in the Broadway production of "NO
TRINGS," if one failed- to see the musical while
ran in New York, there was no way of seeing
uhether Diahann rated stardom or not. You can walk
Ito any home in this country on a Tuesday night,
(nd nine times out of ten the TV set will be tuned into
'JULIA." Now in its third season, as star of her own
,IBC-TV series. Diahann has become almost as well-
flown as veteran actress LUCILLE BALL.
• .• •
A YOUNG MAN who, literally came from out of
'oNthere to become a big TV star is CLARENCE
VILLIAMS III. As the result of his portrayal of LINC
'EAVES in the ABC-TV series "THE MOD. SQUAD.,"
Villiams is recognized by fans wherever he goes.
'ncidentally, ABC-TV has already given the go ahead
(rign to producers of that hit show. "MOD SQUAD"
s set for a fourth season and CLARENCE WILLIAMS
is one of the reasons why the.,series is a smash.
WILLIAMS IS NO-' overnight star, however. The
-clung actor has put in 10 concentrated years in the
'heatre. Actually. Clarence had no great yearning to
se an actor while up in New York. although he spent
:Iis weekly allowance (25 cents) on movies. Later, two
widely separated events were major turning points in
'iis acting career — wal:;ing into a YMCA theatre dur-
ing a stage blackout and meeting actor-comedian BILL
COSBY.
BORN IN HARLEM, Clarence and his sister Son-
'Ira were raised by their grandmother. After studying
o be a cook at the Food Trades Vocational High
School, young Williams worked as a cook for two
;tears before quitting to take a job at Grey Advertising
as what he termed "a general all-around flunkie." It
was then the unexpected happened.
WITH PAYDAY A week away, Clarence went to
the YMCA to borrow money from his sister who worked
on the switchboard. When she mentioned that a play
rehearsal was in progress in the basement, he decided
to drop by and watch unobserved. He walked into
the basement while it was blacked out and an irate
voice demanded to know who was letting in the light.
Not wanting to incur further wrath by opening the
door a second time, he stayed.
DIRECTOR VINETTE CARROLL was looking for
a child for a production of "DARK OF THE MOON."
Williams was too old, but since unpaid but chaperoned
youngsters were hard to come by. she talked Clarence
into taking the part. He stayed on for five productions.
BY THEN WILLIAMS knew he wanted to be a
serious actor and he sought out producer CHERYL
CRAWFORD and asked for a chance to act profes-
sionally. citing "five plays vs ith the Harlem-'Y' " as
his credentials. Impressed 'by his forthrightness, Miss
Crawford gave him a part in "THE LONG DREAM."
After its short run, Clarence decided to go into the
Army. He spent a two-year hitch with the 101st Air-
borne Division in Kentucky.
AFTER HIS SERVICE stint, Clarence returned to
New York where he took a bartending job while look-
ing for acting role s. One play was "KILLING
GROUND" which BILL COSBY saw. Although Cosby
had never met Williams, when he learned the pro-
ducer of "MOD SQUAD" was looking for a new face,
he recommended CLARENCE WILLIAMS III. And a
new star was born, thanks to TV.
Issac Hayes wins three Awards
MEMPHIS — lssac Hayes
continues his spectacular
showing in the annual music
industry trade publication
polls by winning three num-
ber one awards for his ac-
complishments in 1970. Bill-
board named Hayes number
one Jazz Artist of the Year
and number one Soul Artist.
At Record World, he re-
ceived the Jazz Artist of the
Year Award for the second
consecutive year. Awards
are based on an artist's
chart activity 'during the
year.
Hayes has received gold
records for his first two En-
terprise albums "Hot But-
tered Soul" and "The Issac
Hayes Movement," with the
recently r e leased "Isaac:
Hayes.. To Be Continued"
well on its way to the mil-I
lion dollar s mark. He has
also placed several hit
singles on the national
charts.
A veteran producer and
writer or hit records for other
artists. Hayes has created,
his own blend of sounds and
arrangements which reach;
the soul, jazz, underground,I
pop and classical musical!
audiences. His appeal LSI
universal and his awards are!
many. Issac Hayes is a
unique and widely acclaim
ed artist who will continue.
to dominate the recording ,
scene.
Ossie Davis, Ruby Dee
host entertaining show
NEW YORK — One of the
most unusual and exciting
holiday specials this season
was "A Holiday Celebration
with Ossie Davis and Ruby
Dee."
The one-hour special star-
red p 1 aywright-actor-direc-
tor Ossie Davis, an d his
equally talented wife Ruby
Dee. It was divided into two
parts, the introduction given
by Davis, while his w if e.
Miss Dee read p o e try of
black writers.
Arthur Mitchell, the leaa-
ing classical ballet a r t
with the New York City Bal-1
let. introduced a number by'
his dancers from the Harlem!
Ballet School.
One of the high points fea-I
tured Veronica Tyler, popu-1
lar opera star, who perform-I
ed an aria from HandePs1
"Alcina." Miss Janet1
League, the eminent actress,'
recited various sele ctions .1
Since 1945 . . . 5 Locations
A
APPLIANCE CO.
L I. GATLIN R. 0. KINKS' LI. OATLIN JR.
• 3431 SUMMER  324-4406
• 5237 POPLAR  642-1661
• 3118 THOMAS (HWY. 51 N.)  351-4515
• 2574 LAMAR  743-5370
• 4255 HWY. 51 SOUTH  396-0995














with 154-lb. sizie freezer
$29995




• Slanted top design lowers
front opening, makes loading
a snap et SuperSurge wash-
ing action - needs little or no
pre-rinsing • 4 Cycles—in-
cluding Plate Warmer.
$15995
Frigidaire Range featern M-





to learn 'n prosper!
Some folks, young and old, like
the some day-to-day routine. But others
want to learn and prosper. If this is you
then the JOINT UNIVERSITY CENTER is
for youl
The J.U.C. (merger of Memphis
State's DowntoWn Evening School and
U-T Downtown Memphis Center) begins
its Winter Quarter Jan. 18th with a
sparkling array of fascinating and
helpful courses.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 1971
Each is taught by a competent,
highli experienced instructor. Most
classes meet one evening a week for ten
weeks. Many of the courses carry full
colleg• credit (3 quarter hours). Classes
are held at the J.U.C. headquarters,
corner of Madison and Second ... with
several being offered at the J.U.C.'s
branches in Raleigh and Whitehaven.
Joint University Center



















































Servicing Natural Gas Equip.
Slide Rule
Basic English Grammar Review
Major Themes of Faulkner
Modern Spoken English for
Foreigners
—"This Is Our World" ... morning lectures for women—
Downtown, Wodnosdays,10-Noon. Five weeks
"The Flexible Woman in Today's World" (Dr. Fred Pultz)
"Art and Art Forms" (Elmer Blalock)
"Behavior and Learning Objectives in Public Schools" (E. C. Stimbert)
"Our Endangered Environment: the Woman's Role" (Dr. Arlo Smith)
"Where is the Church Today?" (Dr. Bill Brown)
Accounting for Medical Secretaries
Anatomy and Physiology for Med. Secs.
Beauty, Grace, and Charm
Fashion Your Figure
French for Mothers and Children
Jewelry Making and Design
Physical Fitness and Swimming
for Women
S-T-R-F-T-C-H Your Food Dollar
"Monthur Mini Lectures"
Downtown, Noon-1
Jan. 11 Drugs and Narcotics
Jan. 14 The Generation Gap
Jan. 18 Art and Art Forms'
Jan. 21 Sinful City
Jan. 25 Stock Markets
Jan. 28 The Urban Sprawl
Feb. 1 Get a Piece of the Action
are and Feeding of Automobiles




Fishing: How end Where
Flying: Ground School
Folk Guitar for Beginners
Life Drawing
Lunch and Learn!
p.m. Starts Jan. 11
Feb. .4 E.S.P.
Feb. 8 Women's Lib
Feb. 11 Sensitivity Training—What Is It?
Feb. 15 Understanding the Adolescent
Feb. 18 Police and Society
Feb. 25 Housing Problems and
Solutions in Memphis
Minor Auto Engine Repair
Pointing and Drawing
Shotgun Reloading
Small Gas Engine Repair
Swimming for Beginners









Art of Selling Real Estate
Real Estate Brokerage
Residential Design & Construction
Zoning and Subdivision Den.
Reading Improvement
IT'S EASY TO ENROLL!
Coll or visit the JOINT UNIVERSITY CENTER now for your free
catalog itf Winter Quoit, climes. Reglitiohon is NEXT MON-
DAY AND TUESDAY NIGHTS, Jan. 11.12 Downtown; Raleigh, on
Jon. 12i end Whitehavon on Jan. 11.530 p.e.-1130 p.m. et all
locations. FOR INFORMATION CA1.1....
525-7258
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